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Major quake jolts Guatemala 
GUATEMALA CITY, Guatemala 
(AP) •- The military chief of staff of 
the National Emergency Committee 
said about 2,000 persons were killed 
yesterday in Guatemala by a severe 
earthquake that rolled through a 2,000 
mile strip of Central America and 
Mexico. No casualties were reported in 
the other countries. 
A duty officer at the damaged 
national palace said the damage was 
considerable but said he was under 
orders to give no further information. 
The quake was described as striking 
with a roar and hard movement "like 
the city was dancing." 
HUNDREDS of thousands of 
persons fled into the streets in panic 
after the initial 30-second shock which 
struck at 3:04 a.m. local time (4:04 
a.m. EST). They later took shelter in 
the Mateo Flores Stadium and 
emergency calls went out for 
shipments of food, medicine and 
clothing. 
A U.S. Embassy spokesman in 
Guatemala City said no Americans 
appeared to have been injured. The 
city is at the height of its tourist 
season, but apparently none of (he 
main hotels was badly struck. 
Stella de Cheesman. the Guatemalan 
ambassador in Bogota. Colombia, said 
she had been in constant radio contact 
with Guatemala City and had reports 
that at least 600 persons had died in 
the quake. The figures climbed in 
reports throughout the day. starting 
with a radio report of 30 dead. 
THE QUAKE seemed to hit hardest 
in the southern or old part of 
Guatemala City, populated mainly by 
poor families The area is made up of 
two and three story masonry houses, 
built with no protection from serious 
earthquakes, that  have been divided 
into apartments, and makeshift huts. 
Seismological stations put the 
magnitude at 7.S on the Richter scale. 
"We would call it a major 
earthquake," said a spokesman at the 
U.S. National Earthquake Information 
Center in Golden. Colo. "A magnitude 
of 8 would be a great earthquake." 
Officials said they feared many were 
killed as the buildings collapsed while 
the residents slept. 
Many persons wandered in a daze 
through the debris-choked streets 
trying to find possessions. Rescue 
efforts were hampered by the rubble, 
scattered small fires and at least 15 
already weakened walls, 
A VOLCANO south of the city was 
spouting smoke when dawn broke 
There were no reports of casualties 
in the other affected countries of 
Honduras and El Salvador, to the 
southeast of Guatemala, and Mexico, 
to the northwest. However, the 
northern part of Honduras reported 
very heavy damage estimates. 
Guatemalan government and rescue 
authorities in the stricken town of 1.5 
million inhabitants were trying to 
compile an estimate of dead and 
injured but hours after the shock still 
had made no official report. 
Jose Munoz at the Hotel Ritz 
Continental said all of the hotels in 
Guatemala City were damaged hut it 
was mostly broken windows and fallen 
masonry. 
"THERE WAS a lot of panic." he 
said. "Most of the guests ran out and 
then came back to spend the rest of 
the night in the lobby." 
Antigua Guatemala, the original 
capital which was abandoned for the 
present site after being destroyed by 
an earthquake 200 years ago. was 
slightly damaged. It is now 
reconstructed for tourist visits. 
There were also reports of damage 
in other smaller Guatemalan cities bin 
none of the severity of the capital. 
Damage reports ranged from very 
light in Mexico to very heavy in 
Honduras, a nation still suffering from 
Hurricane Fifi in 1974 when an 
estimated  10.000 people were killed. 
ELECTRIC power was cut in at 
least a dozen Honduran cities and 
many buildings were badly damaged in 
the northern part of the country. 
Roads and highw.iys in El Salvador 
were cut. 
In Panama City. U.S. military 
offldlll said their rescue relief units in 
the Panama Canal /one were standing 
by if Guatemalan officials requested 
help. 
SGA elections today; 
polling places listed 
Student Government Association 
(SGA) elections are today from '> 
a.m.-6 p.m. A validation card ami 
University identification card are 
required of students to vote. All 
lull nine undergraduate students can 
vote at the following places 
depending on where they reside. 
Men's Gym--all off-campus 
students including the International 
House, commuters, all off-campus 
fraternities and Delta Sigma Theta 
soronly. 
Prout Hall-residents of Proul Mall, 
the French House and all sororities 
except Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. 
MacDonald Quad-residents of 
Mac Donald East, West and North 
Halls and residents of Offenhauer 
Towers. 
Founders Quad-residents of 
Mooney. Lowry. Tread way and 
Harmon Halls. 
Commons Dining Hall-residents of 
Kodgers Quad. Kohl Hall, oncampus 
fraternities and Alpha Gamma Delta 
soiority. 
Haishman Quad-residents of 
Anderson. Bromfield. Chapman. 
Dunbar. Conklin and Conklin South 
Halls. 
Kreischer Quad-residents of 
Ashley, llatchelder, Compton and 
Darrow Halls and the Health Center. 
A survey on the proposed 
districting of Student Senate will be 
included with the ballots. Flection 
results will be announced at 2 p.m. 
Friday in the Student Court Room. 
Student Services Bldg. 
Roger Yatea and Kate Maher. both'graduate students, share a few 
moments together between classes on the cold University campus. 
(Newsphoto by Lance"Wynn) 
Weather 
!»now likely today, tonight and 
tomorrow. Highs today in the 
upper 20s. Lows tonight in the 
upper Mans- and low 20*. High* 
today in the mid and upper 20s. 
Probability of precipitation 60 per 
cent today and 70 per cent 
tonight. 
U.S. trial period slated 
SST flights approved 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of 
Transportation William Coleman Jr. 
authorized two foreign airlines 
yesterday to offer limited scheduled 
flights of the fast but noisy Concorde 
supersonic passenger jet into two U.S. 
airports for 16 months. 
The order is effective March 4. but 
the 16-month trial period will not start 
until the first scheduled flight is made, 
probably in April. 
Coleman's order was challenged in 
court within minutes of its release. 
Several senators also said they planned 
to ask Congress to.overtum the ruling. 
HOWEVER, President Gerald Ford 
expressed    strong   support    for   his 
Cabinet  officer  and  said  he  would 
t 
stand behind Coleman's decision. 
Coleman's ruling would permit 
British Airways and Air France to 
offer limited Concorde service from 
London and Paris to Dulles 
International Airport near VNasliington 
and to Kennedy International Airport 
in New York. 
Each airline would be authorized to 
offer a maximum of two daily flights 
each lo Kennedy and one daily flight 
each to Dulles. 
Coleman retained authority to 
cancel the demonstration period at 
any time on four months' notice and 
to cancel it immediately in the event 
of an emergency "deemed harmful to 
the health, welfare or safety of the 
American people." 
THE SECRETARY'S order with 
respect to Dulles is final unless 
overturned by Congress or a federal 
court, since that airport is owned by 
the federal government. The Port 
Authority of New York-New Jersey 
apparently must also approve the 
Concorde with respect to Kennedy 
since that airport is owned by the 
authority. 
Coleman said he had not talked 
with the Port Authority members and 
did not know which way that agency 
would rule. 
The ruling brings the supersonic 
passenger aircraft to a country that 
rejected its own SST program less than 
five years ago. 
Trayers Cliff Carpenter, sophomore (Ed.), and Mike Obrovac. sophomore (Ed.), experiment, perhaps unsuccessfully, with the finer techniques of a new campus 
sport, "tray skiing," on the intramural fields. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn) 
Divorcees discuss causes, problems of situation 
Editor's Note: The following is the 
first of two stories examining divorce. 
By Randi Weiner 
Divorce. For any reason and under 
various names, it still means the 
breaking up of a marriage. Its mention 
brings assorted responses from 
differen'. people. 
The following conversations with 
various Ohio residents show some 
' widespread reactions to this most 
sensitive issue. 
According to one  Bowling Green 
• lawyer, "No matter what other reasons 
there are for a divorce, there is one 
main  one:   they  didn't want to be 
married any more." 
"I JUST didn't want to be married 
and tied down," Linda Mononen. a 
I' University student and a divorcee of 
about six months said. "People are 
idealistic and think it's going to be tun 
and games. I just wasn't prepared for 
it." 
"If two people aren't happy 
together, I recommend they get a 
divorce,"     Nancy     Hutchinson,    i 
Whitehouse, O. resident and a divorcee 
of about six months and mother of 
four. said. 
"Life is very much a trap." the 
lawyer said, "and divorce is one of the 
pitfalls. 
"Why do people get married? 
People get married to try to get away 
from something, either a smothering 
or bad home life or parents or 
loneliness," he said. 
ACCORDING TO Leonard Eiler, a 
bailiff at Wood County Common Pleas 
Court, "people get married for 
convenience instead of love. Then they 
decide they are not compatible and 
give up. They get bored with each 
other and decide to quit." 
"I think I was in heat," Bob 
Jimison, a Toledo resident and a 
divorce of three weeks and father of 
two, said. "That's a hell of a thing to 
say. And it was a mistake if that was 
all I had on my mind." 
"People get married and everything 
is great," the lawyer said. "Love is 
something that is easy to fall into, but 
it's a damned hard thing to keep on 
with.  It's an  obligation. They think 
you get married and live happily ever 
after. 
"IF PEOPLE are mature enough to 
solve the problems, to maintain the 
love, the marriage will work out. But 
most people aren't," he said. 
"We've outgrown each other to • 
degree," Jimison said. "She got a 
full-time job. That was part of the 
problem. It gave her a feeling of 
independence. She decided she could 
do it on her own. 
"I went with her all through high 
school. We were married 12 years, and 
she went along with everything I 
wanted to do for the first-six years. 
She finally grew up, or realized that 
she didn't need my okay or she didn't 
have to go along with everything I 
did," he added. 
"Our relationship was a bit of a 
leech relationship at the time. Then 
she became independent and I think I 
resented it more than anything," 
Jimison said. 
"The ages between 25-29 are the 
dangerous times for a man," the 
lawyer pointed ou'. "If he gets 
married   young,   that   is.   He  looks 
around at all his friends who are either 
unmarried or divorced and sees all the 
freedom they have, and listens to the 
stories they tell of all the women and 
staying out late. 
"AND THEN they think of going 
home and arguing why they're late or 
the wife is tired and irritable and fed 
up with being stuck in the house all 
day and wants to go out and he gets to 
feeling that it was all a trap and 
wondering why he got married in the 
first place. 
"And women think of all the dating 
they did and how they were pampered 
and all the freedom they had and how 
they were consulted about everything. 
They look around at the house, where 
they spend more than two-thirds of 
their time now, and think how easy it 
was before the children came and how 
they didn't have to find a sitter just to 
go to the movies. 
"They read stories or see television 
programs of women who do more than 
just tend house and they get restless 
and tnink that they aren't loved 
anymore. 
"The main cause of divorce is no 
communication." he said. 
"In this day and age, I don't think 
it's realistic to stay married to one 
person all your life," Mononen said. 
"If I had kids, maybe, but I didn't. We 
were only married about 
one-year-and-a-half. 
"I think if you have kids it's really 
bad; I don't think it's a good thing at 
all. Somebody's going to get hurt 
unless it's completely agreeable," she 
said. 
"A MARRIAGE is a contract 
between two people," the lawyer said. 
"Once it's consummated, you get a 
third party-the state of Ohio. It 
doesn't matter who starts it. The 
results are the same.  . 
"The state doesn't ically give a 
damn about the divorce. That's the 
problem of the couple. All they're 
interested in is the kids, if there are 
any. Of course, you can argue both 
sides-that a broken home is bad for 
the kids, or that the constant tension 
and arguements of a home that should 
be broken are worse," he said. 
"It's  difficult  to live alone, very 
much so," Jimison said. "It's more the 
children I miss-being there in the 
evenings when they go to bed." 
"At first Renee was pretty upset 
and every once and a while, Jason cries 
because he misses his dad. They get 
disappointed when he doesn't come on 
Sunday to pick them up." Hutchinson 
said. 
"HE WANTS more visitation. He 
doesn't deserve it because he was never 
a father to the kids when we were 
married-never had the time or place 
for them, and now that we're 
divorced, he keeps coming over after 
they're in bed and wants me to get 
them up or interrupts their dinner to 
bring them candy. 
"There's a lot of bitterness on my 
side and resentment. He wanted the 
divorce, not me, and the kids were one 
of the reasons. He didn't want to be 
tied down. 
"If it was a woman (who had the 
problems) and she wasn't in favor of 
the divorce and her husband was just 
running around, I would tell her if she 
couldn't take it any longer, to make 
sure she is taken care of, especially if 
there are children involved," she said. 
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ash solution needed 
It happens all the time. Students and faculty members return to 
University parking lots after a day in the classroom, only to find the 
paint on their cars chipped and pitted by ashes which have been 
spewed from the smoke stack of the nearby physical plant. 
Unfortunately attempts to gain compensation from the University 
for damages are futile. 
In a move that should have come long ago, an engineer for the 
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OFPA) recently accused the 
University power plant of violating emission control standards and 
said the power plant could reduce harmful particulate emissions by 
as much as 50 per cent, while making more efficient use of the 
energy-producing coal at the same time.  . 
The director of the power plant refuted the OEPA's allegations 
and said nothing could be done about the ashes floating through the 
area. 
It is essential, however, that the university find a solution which 
will improve the conditions. 
University officials cannot claim they were ignorant of the 
presence or the impact of the ashes. Signs warning motorists of them 
have been posted for quite some time. 
But it appears that the University administration has done little to 
seek an effective solution, as Kent State University did when it was 
confronted with a similar problem. 
It is true that the University is short of funds, but the very least it 
can do for people who drive to campus or breathe the air here is to 
look into the situation, possibly study the computerized system 
installed at Kent and work with local officials of the Ol PA to find a 
workable, economical solution to the problem. 
There is no easy solution to this problem, but it can be resolved 
with a liberal amount of research and a willing attitude. 
the old run-around 
WASHINGTON-By all published 
reports it took days of introspection 
before the only Harvard professor in 
Mr. Ford's Cabinet quit. 
On national television Eric Sevareid 
called John Dunlop's resignation as 
Secretary of Labor a principled act. 
The professor, it seems, felt that Ford 
had welched on a deal to sign the 
"common situs" bill which would have 
permitted a single, small union to 
picket and close down a large 
construction site at which other 
unions are also employed. 
Since then the fall-out has 
continued heavy. Lamentations over 
the fact that, with James Schlesinger 
fired from the Pentagon, Ford is down 
to one Cabinet-level egghead. But then 
Dr. Kissinger is thought to have brains 
enough in his own, single skull for a 
whole university or a universe. 
MORE lamentations over this 
capitualtion to the Reagan Right 
followed by assurances that the old 
pot walloper, Ceorge Meany. will 
smote Jerry a good one next 
November. 
There has been more interest in 
Ford's double-crossing Dunlop than in 
why the President agreed to support 
the Harvard professor's bill to begin 
With. It is a poor piece of work which 
reflects what have been the ascendanl 
ideas of political economy at that 
overly influential institution the past 
several generations. 
In addition to the picketing 
provision. which is its least 
objectionable feature, die bill would 
have created a committee of ten 
national union representatives, a like 
number of management 
representatives and three public 
members. 
Tlus committee would have been 
empowered to stop any strike for 30 
days. It could also have brought 
international unions and large regional 
contractor associations into small 
disputes between one local and one 
employer. 
ALL THIS JAZZY governmental 
machinery was sold to Congress as a 
way of preventing exorbitant Union 
demands and of administering stability 
and cominuity in a chaotic and 
upsy-downsy industry. Unhappily, 
what the professorial perceives as 
chaos is often the workings of a free 
market. 
Construction is still an industry 
dominated by small, competitive 
businesses. To match lliis. the unions 
which contractors must deal with are 
characteristically dominated by their 
local chapters with their international 
headquarters having relatively little 
influence over negotiations as 
compared to highly cnetralized 
organizations like the United Steel 
Workers 
This construction industry, which 
did $130 billion wprth of business in 
the bad year of 1975. has been 
■mpervious to every effort to bring it 
into the large-organization, 
corporational structure 
The reason is that technology hasn't 
been able to get around the necessity 
of putting up a structure much the 
way it was done in the Middle Ages. 
Even with air conditioning and plastic 
pipe, to put up a house you.still have 
to assemble a gang of craftsmen on a 
lot to put together 100.000 separate 
pails. 
WITH LITTLE MONEY but lots of 
know-how. anybody can get into the 
building business, and thousands have. 
Dunlop's law would have done what 
neither technology nor economics has 
been able to do. It would have 
centralized the industry via the 
creation of a fovernment bureau. All 
of this to Keep wage increases 
reasonable, whatever that firgure is. 
But labor costs in the industry 
aren't so terribly high everywhere. 
Much of the work force isn't 
unionized, and even where it is 
members of the construction trades 
have been known to cut wage rates. 
Intolerably high labor costs are 
found in towns like New York and 
Chicago     as    a     result     of    prior 
government intervention. The culprit 
is the licensing, apprenticeship and 
building code laws that allow' the 
unions to limit the number of people 
entering a craft and make it illegal to 
put up so much as an outhouse 
without union labor. 
LEAVING ASIDE the truth that 
holding labor costs down sjill won't 
bring'back the S25.OO0 house, who is 
to believe thai the professor's system 
will keep wages in check? A similar 
arrangement hasn't worked that way 
in the railroad industry. 
What Dunlop wanted Ford to sign is • 
a highly anti-competitive measure. It 
immunizes against the anti-trust laws 
and begs the material supplier 
corporations, the unions and the 
contractors to engage in all manner of 
collusion. 
True, it will help the unions force 
unorganized labor into their 
membership or into another line of 
work, but most of all it will break the 
power of local unions as it will 
enhance the power of contractor trade 
associations. 
Dunlop's idea is an old one so, 
though he may be gone, his plan isn't 
Sooner or later, it will be written into 
the statute books along with a lot of 
other bad economic legislation. 
For the present we can thank Jerry 
for doing the right thing for the wrong 
reason. 
Copyright 1976, The Washington Post- 
King Features Syndicate 
u.s. supports israel 
WASHINGTON -- Difficult days lie 
ahead for Israel. Its right to exist 
remains under attack. Popular support 
wanes in Western Europe. The turmoil 
in l^banon poses a new threat. Only 
America seems willing to champion 
Israel's cause. 
Such a bleak assessment, however, 
doesn't necesarily mean paralysis or 
stalemate. Or that Israel and its 
American supporters have been 
reduced to digging in and grimly 
hanging on. 
My impression is that a new 
American initiative is in the offing, 
even though we are being advised that 
the buttery toasts and friendly 
exchanges between President Ford and 
visiting Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak 
Rabin mean the two countries will be 
J.F. trrHorit 
election hassles strike 
It's election day, and it couldn't 
have come i moment too soon. 
Now we can all scurry to the voting 
booths to elect our courageous leaders 
for next year, leaders who will try to 
move Student Government 
Association (SGA) out of the messy, 
do-nothing bog it has been in for some 
time. At this time of year, the 
candidates turn a suspicious eye 
toward the News. 
LOOKING at the record, perhaps 
some of this is justified: 
-the News has been reluctant to 
endorse candidates who promise 
"pie-in-the-sky" programs. 
••the News has seriously advocated 
disbanding the whole organization in 
the past, 
-and the biggie was two years ago 
when News staffers made an attempt 
to prove that the SGA election 
procedure was faulty, which it was. 
Those of you who have attended 
the  University  for some time might 
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recall what happened after that 
investigation of election procedures. 
An attempt was made to railroad 
several News staffers out of the 
University through student court 
procedures that could only qualify as 
ridiculous. 
SO, AFTER all this, the SGA 
hopefuls tend to look upon the News 
in the same manner that a mouse 
might look at a boa constrictor. 
And some have asked, why do we 
do it? IT being the tough time the 
News gives SGA around election time. 
Well, there is no structured plot, but 
let me give you an idea what goes on 
around the newspaper offices about 
tliis lime of year. 
Tliis year has been a great one for 
suspicion. For example. I got a call a 
Lerrera 
couple of weeks ago from an irate 
individual who protested our coverage 
of two candidates in that day's edition 
of the News. Both were running for 
the same office. 
IT APPEARS that one candidate's 
name was in bold face letters in the 
story while the other name was not. 
Well, all of the stories appearing in the 
News have bold face words at the 
beginning of every third or fourth 
paragraph. A computer automatically 
places these bold face words in to 
break up large . blocks of grey 
newspaper type-strictly a visual 
appearance reason. However, it took 
me ten minutes to convince my caller 
that there was no conspiracy. 
Now anyone can go to our 
downtown offices and scream at a 
computer for such a mishap, but the 
only answer the machine is capable of 
making that sounds close to a human 
word is "CLANK." 
And do you think this type of 
incident happened once? Don't ask. It 
happened twice. 
Now. Tuesday night (the night 
before the News endorsements of SGA 
candidates came out) there was 
another fine example of campaign 
stupidity. 
One of the News' editors received 
numerous phone calls at home that 
night-some of them in the wee hours 
of the morning. 
"Who are you endorsing 
tomorrow'" asked the eager callers. 
What this boils down to is that 
people could not wait a few lousy 
hours to see if their name would be 
put on page two of the News in the 
endorsement editorial. 
That's really touching, real concern 
for the students who will elect the 
SGA candidates...real concern for the 
students who wish to seriously 
evaluate News endorsements before 
going to the polls. 
ACTUALLY, some, not all, of these 
SGA hopefuls show no concern at all 
except for themselves. After all, just 
think how good it will look to have an 
SGA job on a resume when looking for 
post-graduation employment. 
So, go out and vote for the 
candidate of your choice. Evaluate the 
issues and the person running for 
office. But be careful with your 
evaluation. You might just give 
somebody the ego trip of their life, 
and they'll owe it all to you. 
lucky just to muddle through the rest 
of the election year. 
THE NEW initiative will pose an 
almost impossible task for Secretary of. 
State Henry Kissinger. He is hoping to 
find a way to persuade the Palestine 
Liberation ' Organization (PLO) to 
pub'icly accept Israel's existence. 
In exchange, he will offer Mr. 
Ford's assurance that the U.S. would 
openly support Palestinian statehood 
and the right to a piece of real estate 
alongside Israel. 
This is a tall order, fraught with 
emotional and political complications. 
It would require Israel's acceptance of 
the PI.O as a legitimate entity in the 
Middle East. 
It would require the PLO's Yasser 
Arafat to disavow all terrorist attacks 
on Israeli territory and to accept the 
notion that only a policy of 
moderation can achieve the interests 
of the Palestinian movement. 
PERSONS FAMILIAR with 
Kissinger's analysis of the Middle East 
dilemma say they have spotted the 
opening for such an initiative in the 
UN Security Council's debate that saw 
America veto the majority-backed 
resolution supporting Palestinian 
statehood. 
One clue was the PLO's mild 
reaction to the veto. It accepted 
Ambassador Daniel Moynihan's 
declaration that the veto was not cast 
against Palestinian aspirations but only 
against a resolution that did not seem 
to be the best way of furthering them 
"in the context of an overall 
settlement." 
Additionally, the resolution itself 
was a far cry from the harsh 
ultimatum that the gun-toting Arafat 
hurled from the UN podium last year. 
This     resolution     spoke     of     an 
independent state "in" Palestine, not 
"of" Palestine. 
It also upheld the sovereignty of 
other states in teh area and their "right 
to live in peace within secure and 
recognized boundaries." Such wording 
comes close to meeting Israel's 
demand for formal recognition of its 
sovereignty. And the resolution said 
nothing about a Palestinian state that 
would swallow up Israel. 
AS ISRAELI officials here are quick 
to    note,     the    Security    Council 
. resolution was. at best, a compromise 
draft  that  didn't originate  with the 
PLO. 
Such vague assurances, they add. are 
not enough foi Israel, particularly not 
at a time when PLO army forces are 
engaged in destroying the Lebanese 
government under which Moslems and 
Christians have lived peacefully for 
years. 
Nonetheless, the PLO did accept the 
watered-down Security Council 
resolution. So Kissinger intends td 
pursue it as an avenue for extracting 
PLO recognition of Israel. 
THE PROCESS will take a long 
time. Getting Israel to go along will be 
almost as difficult as dealing with the 
PLO 
But time is not on Israel's side. Its 
economy is under severe strain and 
cannot forever maintain a state of 
war-readiness. Increasingly. Israel finds 
itself isolated in the international 
councils where once it was welcome. 
The oil-rich Arab states are making 
economic strides at home and 
achieving diplomatic gains in 
oil-dependent Europe and the U.S. 
Now it is the Palestinian struggle •- 
not Israel's -■ that attracts the 
sympathies of Europe's dominant 
socialist parties. And a stubborn Israel 
cannot count forever on total 
American support, as evinced by; a 
Democratic Congress that increasingly 
questions and dilutes American 
commitments abroad. 
Thus the PLO. ironically, may offer 
the IS and Israel the best key for 
unlocking the door to peace in tfce 
Middle East. Kissinger, at least, seerfis 
to think so. 
disappearing 
The room inspection for dorm 
lounge furniture that was held in 
Rogers Monday evening. Jan. 26 brings 
to light a very interesting phenomena 
that occurs in our dorm. 
Throughout the day of the 
inspection, the comfortable chairs that 
used to be in the study lounges 
appeared from unidentified rooais and 
were scattered about the hallways. 
Even some old padded armchairs made 
an appearance after about one quarters 
absence. That made sense, no one 
wanted a SS fine. 
However, all good things must come 
to an end, . ' when the inspection 
was done, the chairs disappeared back 
into hiding. 
But the thing that really put the 
icing on the cake, or should I say. me 
on the floor, was when the chair in 
which I was sitting that night was 
confiscated by some self-appointed 
owner who needed a fifth chair for his 
room while I was still sitting on it. Of 
course, that was only after the 
inspection was completed, and he was 
safe from fine for a while. 
It is bad enough that chairs that do 
stay in the lounge last only six or 
seven weeks before an arm. a leg. or 
the back is broken off. The couches 
even somehow leave the study lounges, 
never to return. Needless to say, it is a 
good test of willpower to attempt to 
study while balancing on a 
three-legged chair, or resting 
comfortably ina chair with no back. 
The dorm study lounges are 
convenient and conducive to study 
because they are both relatively quiet 
and one can easily go back to to one's 
room for reference or to take a break. 
Here's  hoping  the  day won't come 
when all the furniture is either gone or 
broken and we are relegated to that 
imposing structure of brick and glass 
called the library to study. 
Rick Miller 
268 Rodgers 
poor snow job 
I am writing for a concerned group 
of fellow students who live in dorms at 
BGSU. We think it is unfair for us to 
contend with the exceptionally poor 
service of the maintenance department 
here at school. I will now expand on 
•my issue. 
For the past three weeks students 
have had to put up wiih conditions 
you would normally find in Northern 
Siberia. Conditions here in the frozen 
wasteland are uncalled for. such as 
frozen dangerous snowbanks on what 
we call our sidewalks which resemble 
bobsled runs in Innsbruck, Austria. 
I was prompted to write this letter 
after I realized that our maintenance 
department was keeping up to the 
common impression what they get 
away with as little work as possible. 
Proof of this is that a certain unnamed 
fraternity house asked them to hang 
some plywood Greek letters on the 
side of the house. That was last 
quarter, (almost ten weeks) and it is 
yet to be done. 
I MUST say though, they are not 
completely idle when bad weather sets 
in. After the sidewalks freeze, a couple 
of the maintenance men climb into the 
"ice pusher" and go around shining 
the ice on the sidewalks, making it 
possible to do two things: one, ice 
skate to class, and two. fall down and 
break 150 bones of a possible 200 or 
more. 
They should have people working 
on week-ends to clean away ariy- 
unexpected conditions that may occur 
due to inclement weather. The placjs 
that are somewhat cleaned off are tie 
driveways, and sidewalks used as ' 
driveways, and a ten ton CMC delivery 
truck cannot fall down and break if* 
hip or elbow! •    • 
} 
After  paying  S260 for tuition.; I 
should  hope  that   the school  could 
allocate funds to have our sidewalks 
cleaned off. It is almost to the pofjm ' 
where we have to pole vault over tfie '• 
snow banks.  I now realize why the 
hockey is excellent, they can practice 
24   hours   a   day   by   just  stepping 
outside onto the freshly polished, ifjy,  | 
sidewalks. 
.   Larry Sialjer 
. EdSucjiy  ■ 
277 Rodgers 
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Discrimination ruling awaited 
By Kevin McCriy 
Staff Reporter 
Wood County 
commissioners are awaiting 
the reaults of i Ohio Civil 
Rights Commission 
investigation of charges of 
sex discrimination in their 
hiring of the assistant 
county administrator. 
The county commission- 
ers have been charged by 
Ruih Ann Barrett, £200 
Scottwood, Toledo, with 
discriminatory practices. 
Barrett is the wife of Dr. 
Lee Seaton. University 
assistant professor of 
political anthropology. 
Lora Charlesworth of the 
civil rights commission °s 
Toledo office said that the 
charges still are under 
investigation. She said the 
commission's investigation, 
when concluded, will rule in 
one of three ways. 
THE POSSIBLE rulings 
are; no probable cause, in 
which the commission finds 
that there it no or 
insufficient evidence of the 
charges; compliance, 
wherein the two parties 
reach a mutual agreement 
on their own; and probable 
cause, where there is 
evidence supporting the 
charges. 
If probable cause is found 
the commission then will 
hold public hearings on the 
charges. 
Barrett charges in her 
affidavit to the commission 
that "during March of 1975, 
I forwarded to Mr. Ralph 
Brandenberry, county 
administrator, a resume and 
a letter indicating my 
interest in a position of 
assistant county 
administrator. To this letter 
I received no reply." 
Barrett        sent 
Brandenberry a certified 
letter Apr. 7 asking if the 
position was open and 
requested a reply, she said. 
Brandenberry advised 
Barrett May 19 that no 
present hiring plans were 
forthcoming, but stated that 
her application would be 
kept on file. He said that if 
the board of commissioners 
dccide-1 to begin interviews 
they would contact her. 
IN SEPTEMBER 1975 
Timothy Smith, a former 
University administrator, 
was hired for the assistant 
county administrator 
position and assumed his 
duties Oct. I. 
Barrett charges that 
"positions are not posted or 
advertised and there are no 
females in management 
positions. Positions are 
publicly announced after 
they are filled. 
"Based on these facts. 1 
believe I was denied an 
interview, an equal 
opportunity to apply for a 
position for which I am 
qualified, because of my 
sex," she said. 
Brandenberry    said    the 
board did not advertise the 
position opening because at 
the time local regulations 
did not require it. 
Brandenberry denied 
Barrett's charges that no 
females  hold   management 
positions in county 
government, citing as 
examples the clerk of the 
board of commissioners, the 
administrator of the county 
nursing home and the court 
administrator for the 
common pleas court. 
New Firelands program 
considered by council 
By Pat Thomas 
Makeup Editor 
A proposal to create a 
program for medical records 
technicians at the Firelands 
campus received its first 
reading in Academic 
Council yesterday. 
The proposal, presented 
by Firelands Dean M. 
Douglas Reed, calls for the 
'Prairie Margins' magazine 
expands, strives for quality 
By Bob Bond 
The editors and staff of 
Prairie Margins, formerly 
named lnkslone. are hard at 
work this year trying to add 
more professionalism and 
quality to the University's 
undergraduate magazine. 
"Last year's issue was an 
improvement over previous 
ones and this one is 
continuing the trend." said 
David Teisler, senior (A&S) 
and fiction editor of Prairie 
Margins. 
Teisler said the formation 
of an advertising staff and 
more emphasis on the 
quality of manuscripts has 
expanded the capacities and 
quality of the magazine, 
which is on sale now for SO 
cents. 
FUNCTIONS     of     the 
advertising    staff    include 
composing  and  circulating 
posters, placing ads in 
newspapers and 
announcements on local 
radio stations^ he added. 
Teisler said the number 
of fiction and poetry pieces 
submitted this year is up 
and that the overall quality 
is much better than last 
year. 
HE SAID the reason 
the   staff   is   striving   for 
quality is to convert Prairie 
Margins   into   a   text   for 
universities and high schools 
throughout the area. The 
price and quality of the 
magazine should enhance 
the desirability of Prairie 
Margins as a textbook, 
Teisler     said. 
awarding of an associate 
degree in applied science for 
students completing the 
two-year program. 
According to Dr. Reed, 
medical records technicians 
prepare, analyze and file 
medical records kept by 
hospitals. government 
offices and nursing homes. 
Following completion of 
the formal program, a 
student must pass a national 
examination administered 
by the American Medical 
Records Association. 
Plans call for a full-time 
enrollment of 15 with 
several part-time students. A 
department of medical 
records technicians would 
be created, since none 
currently exists either at 
Firelands or the main 
campus. 
Dr. Reed said only three 
such programs are 
functioning in Ohio and 
added that the medical 
records technicians program 
is the most highly 
subsidized program in the 
state. 
A total of 52 technical 
hours spent in classroom 
and lab work would be 
required. Dr. Reed said. In 
the second year of the 
program, students will work 
12-14 hours a week under 
direct hospital supervision 
Council heard a 
presentation regarding 
academic standards and 
quality from Gary Woditsch 
and Mark Schlesingcr. 
director and assistant 
director respectively of the 
University Competency- 
based Undergraduate 
Education Center (CUE 
Center.) 
TV shows offer course credit 
By Jane Musgrave 
Youth Hostel membership 
offers inexpensive travel 
By Rente Murawski 
Staff Reporter 
Membership in the 
American Youth Hostels, 
Inc. (AYH) can make you 
feel like Jackie Onassis. 
With the aid of an SI I 
AYH pass, you could afford 
to become a world traveler 
An AYH member can 
lodge at any of the 130 
hostels in the United States 
and 4.000 European and 
Canadian hostels for 
J1-S3.50 a day. according 
to Barbara McLean, 
adminsitrative assistant of 
the AYH Erie-Ana Council. 
The Erie-Ana Council, 
which operates in Wood, 
Senaca, Sandusky. Defiance. 
Erie and Henry counties, is 
one of 31 local divisions of 
the AYC. a non-profit group 
which promotes out door 
activity and !ow-co*t travel. 
McLEAN SAID that 
hostels are not just a place 
to sleep, but recreation and 
cooking facilities also are 
available. 
"Placed against the costs 
of Holiday Inns and 
McDonald's, youth hostels 
can't be beat." McLean said. 
McLean said that the 
Erie-Ana Council is trying 
to expand its services and 
attract new members. 
"With the money that 
accumulates from 
membership fees, we're 
trying to make purchases 
for the organization that the 
ordinary person can't 
ordinarily afford," she 
explained. 
THE COUNCIL recently' 
has purchased eight pairs of 
cross country skis. The skis. 
as well as other recreation 
equipment such as 
toboggans and canoes, are 
available to members free of 
cliarge. 
"We have people who 
join just to use our 
equipment. When you 
consider that a cross 
country ski outfit would 
cost you over $70, I think 
it's understandable." 
McLean said. 
McLean said that the 
council, which operates the 
Wintergarden Community 
Lodge. Wintergarden Road, 
is planning several outdoor 
events. including a 
Bicentennial Biking 
Challenge and a Century 
Ride. 
Anyone Interested in 
becoming a. member should 
contact the AYH, 175, W. 
Woosterf-. 
Imagine receiving college 
credit for watching your 
television set 
The Office of Continuing 
Education, in conjunction 
with WBGU-TV. Channel 
57, has made this 
opportunity available to 
anyone who lives within the 
station's 18-county area and 
wishes to enroll in one of its 
two television courses. 
One course is a four 
credit-hour class in 
elementary conversational 
German based on WBGU's 
"Guten Tag" series. The 
other course. "The Adams 
Chronicles." is a three 
credit-hour history class. 
SEVERAL times a week, 
Channel 57 broadcasts a 
televsion program that the 
students are expected to 
watch. These programs are 
supplemented with 
independent readings and 
written assignments. 
Although there are 
weekly class sessions on 
campus, these classes are, in 
some cases, optional. The 
only time some students are 
required to appear on 
campus is on the date of the 
final examination. 
"The Adams Chronicles" 
is a weekly series produced 
by WNFT-TV New York 
that is available to all Public 
Broadcasting Service (PBS) 
stations. 
The subject area covered 
in the series adapted well to 
an academic study, so a 
course outline was drawn up 
and distributed to interested' 
universities throughout the 
country. This has been the 
way that the University has 
been able to offer their 
television courses in the 
past. 
The "Guten Tag" course 
marks the first time that a 
course has been organized 
and planned by WBGU to 
meet a specific need. 
Earlier this year, the 
station circulated surveys to 
its members asking what 
kind of courses they would 
be interested in taking. The 
surveys indicated a high 
interest in the area of 
language study. 
THE STATION, in 
cooperation with the 
German department here, 
bought a series of television 
programs that they thought 
would adapt well to a 
conversational German 
course. 
"We hope to be able to 
design more of our own 
courses in the future. This 
will really help to expand 
the televsion course 
program," said Patrick 
Fitzgerald. director of 
instructional media at 
WBGU. 
WHILE THE television 
courses are available to the 
full-time student, according 
to Fitzgerald, their basic 
purpose is to offer an 
alternative method of 
education to part-time 
students. 
"Convenience is a big 
factor in the television 
courses. Instead of having to 
drive to school several times 
a week, you can accomplish 
the same thing sitting at 
home in your living room." 
Fitzgerald said. 
"Also the courses help to 
defray the cost of 
education. Commuting is 
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Bowie tickets 
Tickets for the David Howie concert l-'eb. 28 in 
Cleveland still are available through Union Activities 
Organization (UAO). The ticket price is S8.50 and the 
seating location will be stage left, according to UAO 
director James Stefan. 
UAO also will sponsor roundtrip bus service to the 
Bowie concert for $4. The deadline for bus money is 
Feb. I J, 
Tickets for the Cat Stevens conceit have been sold 
out. 
Nuclear waste 
Dr. John Shade, associate professor of geology at the 
University of Toledo, will speak on the "Mineialogical 
Applications lo the Nuclear Waste Storage Problem" at 
noon tomorrow in 70 Overman Hall. The talk is free and 
open to the public. 
'Three Women" 
'•Three Women." starring its original cast, will be 
presented at R tonight in the Grand Ballroom. Union. 
Directed by Cecil O'Neal, the revue-play traces events 
from adolescence to maturity in the lives of tluee 
women. The play began as a collaborative work based on 
the personal experiences of the three actresses •- Roberta 
Maguire, Sandy Liplon and Cynthia Bakei Johnson. 
Admission to the production, sponsored by the Union 
Activities Organization, is St) cents. 
Ammunition 
The University Police-Community Advisory 
Committee will meet 8:.10 - 10a.m. Tuesday in the Pink 
Dogwood Suite, Union, 10 discuss the lindings of the 
ammunition subcommittee. 
The meeting is open to the public. 
Fellowships 
Scars-Roebuck Foundation Summer Fellowships are 
available for those teachers wishing to attend an 
economic education workshop at the University July Jfc 
.Aug. 13. 
The unique workshop is co-sponsored by the Joinl 
Council on Economic Education and the Ohio Council 
on Economic Education. 
Fellowship application* #rc available tliTuiigli the 
business education dep»Ftl«it and the JointrVtmcil on 
Economic Education and are due Feb. 20. 
Fife 4/The BC Newi. Thwtttoy, February 5,1*76 Si 
University seniors chosen for 'Who's Who' 
Fifty University seniors will be included in the 1975-76 
edition of "Who's Who Among Students In Americin 
Universities and Collega*." 
The students were selected by a committee of faculty, 
staff and students for their leadership in the community 
and the University and their potential leadership 
qualifications. 
The students included in the 42nd edition of the book 
are: 
PAUL ADDESSI, (AAS). is a Union Activities 
Orpniiation (UAO) director-at-large, was selected as a 
Sidney Frohman Scholar and has served on the University 
Edu:ational Budget Committee. 
Sally Arnold. (BA.) is vice president of Women in 
Communication, Inc. (WICI). secretary of Chi Omega 
sorority and treasurer of Golden Torch, a greek women's 
honorary. 
Janet Bilsing. (Ed.), is a resident adviser and has done 
volunteer work at St. Thomas More University Parish. 
Dennis Bottonari (BA). is president of Anteans greek 
men's honorary, student representative to the University's 
Board of Trustees, a student mentor in the University 
Seminar program and an officer of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
fraternity. He partly was responsible for direction of a 
program lo gain student and administration support for a 
new University recreation center. 
Charles Cichocki, (BAI is president of the University Law 
Society and a membei of the Board of Appeals for the 
College of Business Administration. He has served as an 
orientation leadet. 
ANN CLARK. (A&S) is president of Gamma Phi Beta 
Sorority, president of Phi Alpha Theta history honorary 
and a member of Mortar Board. 
Barbara Coulter, (BA) is President of Kappa Delta 
sorority, student assistant to the University vice president 
for public services and a member of WICI. 
Dtane Cutcher. (Ed.) is president of Alpha Chi Omega 
sorority, a member of Orientation Board and has been 
active in volunteer work on campus. 
Brian Davis, (A&S), worked on several research projects 
in physics and mathematics and is a member of both the 
physics and astronomy clubs. 
Ellen Daniel, (AAS) received three University 
scholarships, is a member of three scholastic honor societies 
and has been involved in independent research projects on 
campus. 
MICHAEL DEJOHN. (BA), is a member of ROTC. 
officer in Sigma-CM fraternity. member of Omicron Delta 
Kappa, a national leadership honorary and has won several 
military honors. 
Allen DeNiro. (Ed.), is a teacher and coach at Nazareth 
Hall Military School in Grand Rapids, Mich. He was chief 
justice of the Student Arbitration Board, an orientation 
leader and an organizer of a Big Brother program in a local 
school. He is alto a member of Student Government 
Association (SGA) legal studies committee. 
Douglas Dennis, (A&S), is a varsity tennis player and has 
served at president of the team for two years. He is a 
resident adviser and a Sidney Frohman scholar. 
Cheryl Dick, (Ed.), has been captain of the vatsity 
women's swimming team and is a member Alpha Chi 
Omega sorority. She is also a member of Delta Psi Kappa, 
physical education honorary. 
George Diener, (BA), served on the Advisory Committee 
for General Fee Allocation, received an Alumni Merit 
Scholarship, and Is a member of two business honoraries. 
LYNN DUGAS, (BA). is a national officer of WICI. a 
copy editor and writer for the Key. and received a $1,000 
fellowship for public service. She has been active in 
forensics, student publications and is a member of six 
profestional and academic honoraries. 
Linda Eyssen, (A&S), is president of Alpha Delta Pi 
sorority, treasurer of Isocrates professional speech 
organization and a member of WICI. 
Lynn Fleischman, (A&S), is editor of Inkstone, secretary 
of the student co-op, and has done volunteer work with 
handicapped children. She has been active in Theater 
Unbound. 
Mary Foltz. (A&S), is vice president of Alpha Xi Delta 
sorority, a student senator for SGA and chairman of 
Student Senate. She also was secretary of the Charities and 
Publications boards. 
Kathy Frankart. (BA), is editor of the UAO Electric 
Blanket, secretary of WICI, and a member of Sigma Tau 
Delta, English honorary. She also writes for University 
News Services. 
LARRY FURMAN. (BA), is co-chairman of the 
University's orientation program. He has served on the 
Student Organizations Board and done volunteer work with 
handicapped and underprivileged children 
Gary Gould. (BA), has appeared in University theater 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN OR SOPHOMORES 
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LOOK FOR COURSE LISTING IN THE 




productions including 'Twelfth Night" and "John Brown's 
Body". 
Charles Hanson, (A4S), is involved in Air Force ROTC, 
church work and the University curling club. He is a 
member of Sigma Pi Sigma physics honorary and has 
received several scholarships and military honors. 
Jeanne' Harvey, (Ed.), is president of Chi Omega sorority, 
a member of Panhellenic Council, a University hostess and 
captain of the Pommerettes dance-drill team. She also is a 
member of Golden Torch and was first runner-up in the 
Miss BGSU contest. 
David Heggy, (AAS), has held offices within the 
fraternity system, received a four year ROTC scholarship, is 
active in student government and was a member of the 
University Educational Budget Committee. 
JAMES HOOKER, (BA), is Interfraternity Council 
president, president of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity and a 
member of the insurance club. He served as chairman of the 
University's Homecoming Committee 
Dale Hoose. (BA), is president of UAO and past movie 
chairman of the organization. 
David Kimpel, (BA), is president of the Public Relations 
Student Society of America, a writer for University News 
Services and a member of Theta Chi fraternity. 
Peter Kontos. (A&S), is a Sidney Frohman scholar and 
has been active in student government as a Traffic Court 
justice. 
Margaret Kurtzweil, (A&S). is a resident adviser, 
volunteer counselor for Link, a member of Phi Mu sorority 
and an officer in the sailing club and Psi Chi psychology 
honorary. 
V1CKI LAMANNA. (Ed.), I« president of Panhellenic 
Council, a member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority, vice 
president of Mortal Boaid, an Orientation leader and a 
Traffic Court justice. 
Sandra Lawson, (A&S). is a member of Mortar Board. 
Black Student Union and Delta Sigma Theta sorority. 
Nancy Manecke. (BA), is president of Golden Torch and 
a member of Mortar Board. WICI and the bookstore 
advisory committee. 
Henry Montgomery. (BA), is a student assistant in the 
legal studies department, a member of the law society and 
Phi Delta Theta fraternity and prosecutor for Traffic Court. 
Kevin Mooie, (Mus. Ed), is active in UAO, University 
choral groups and University theater productions, including 
"Kiss Me, Kale," and "A Midsummer's Night's Dream." 
RICHARD NAGAI. (BAI, is a varsity hockey player and 
membei of Omicron Delta Kappa. 
Sharon O'Maherty. (A&S), is a resident adviser, president 
of Alpha Ijinbda Delta scholastic honorary and a member 
of Mortar Board. UAO and SGA academic affairs board. 
*«** 
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ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN 
Rhonda   Raifsnider,   (BA).  is   vice   president   of  the 
Benjamin Franklin Society magazine club, co-director of 
Volunteers in Progress and a member of the Governor's, 
Commission on Employment of the Handicapped. V 
Leslie Rothenberg. (BA). is business manager of the BC 
News, a member of WICI. and has had internships with 
Eastman Kodak Co. and the Republican Nitional 
Committee in Washington, D.C. 
Gregory Rybak, (A&S). has appeared in University 
theater productions of "Twelfth Night" and "John Brown's 
Body." 
JULIA STEVENS, (A&S). is recording secretary of Phi 
Mu sorority, a volunteer worker at Crisis Phone and active 
in UAO. She also has done independent psychology 
research. 
Susan Stoll. (A&S). is president of Delta Zeta sorority, a 
member of the Publications Board. SGA academic honesty 
committee and the University Red Cross. She V 
philanthropy chairman for Panhellenic Council, treasurer of 
Phi Alpha Theta history honorary and secretary of Kappa 
Delta Pi education honorary. 
Linda Taphorn, (BA), is president ot WICI, student 
coordinator of Fact Line, a feature writet for the Green 
Sheet, a photography lab assistant and a member of Rho 
Sigma Mu broadcasting honorary. 
Robert Toth. (Mus. Ed.), has won several prizes for 
music composition, was accompanist and treasurer of the A 
Capella Choir and is a member of the College of Musical 
Arts Board of Tutors. 
Crystal Walter. (A&S), works in the University's 
Psychological Services Center observing and providing data 
on disturbed families and is a member of the psychology 
department's mental health sub-professional training 
program. 
CHARLES WEHRLE. (BA). has held fraternity offices, is 
active in SGA. is vice chairman of the University College 
Republicans and participates in the Big Brother program. 
Randy Winland, (Ed.), is a member of the Student 
Affairs Advisory Board, is a student athletic trainer, holds 
offices in Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity and participates in the 
Maumee Youth Camp Big Brother program. 
Helen Wilhger. (A&S). is currently studying in France. 
She was a student representative to the English 
department's central advisory committee and is a member 
of Sigma Tau Delta English honorary and Alpha Lambda 
Delta freshman women's honorary. 
Kip Young. (BA). is a varsity baseball player who was 
named to the all-Mid American Conference team and was 
selected to represent the United States on the U.S. 
Federation Team in South America and Canada. 
Stephen Your, (Ed.), is president of the Commuter 
Center, a volunteer tutor for the blind, a member of the 
Homecoming and Mat h Gras Committees and is active in 
the Hands-Across-the-Sea program, a transcultural exchange 
program   between   foreign   and  local   students. 
NOW LEASING 
FOR FALL 




2 Br. Furn Apts. 
RIDGE MANOR APTS. 
1 & 2 Br Furn Apts 
WILLOWHOUSE APTS. 
1 Br. Unfurn ONLY 
GREENBRIAR NORTH 
1 Br & EH Furn & Unfurn 
FRAZEE AVE. APTS. 
2 Br Furn Apts 
ALSO HOMES AND 
MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT 
Call 
MAURER GREEN RENTALS 
for information 
332-0717 
ALPHA Xi DELTA 
Wishes to Announce 
It's New Officers 
President.... Diane Niesen 
Vice—President Rosanne George 
Rush Chairman Sue Wilson 
Asst Rush Judy Lowery 
Rush Counselors Kathy Kelly and 
Kay Chapman 
Treasurer Kim Kllpatrick 
Asst. Treasurer Ann Shanklin 
Corresponding Sec Cathy Berarducci 
Recording Sec Oonna Shaylor 
Social Chairman Crista Haefling 
Asst. Social Sue Mania 
Chaplin Beth McCollister 
House Chairman Nancy Melton 
Asst. House Sheree Banks 
Quill Board Head Beth Shaffernocker 
Panhel Representatives.Kathy Mathes and 
Mary Kay Ganobcik 
Mistress of the Rose....LuAnne Shoup 
Marshall Barb Riemenschneider 
Historian ...Diane Keating 
THANKS TO THE OLD 
OFFICERS FOR A 
JOB WELL DONE I 
African Cultural Week 
activities start Monday 
Thursday. February 5,1976, The BG Newt/Pi*e 5 
Next week's African 
Cultural Week Celebration, 
sponsored by the Black 
African Peoples Association 
(BAPA) and the University 
ethnic studies department, 
will feature programs on 
African music and dance, 
guest speakers and a film 
series on the problems faced 
by African countries. 
The week's activities will 
begin Monday with a speech 
by Dr. Ali Mazrui. professor 
of political science at the 
University of Michigan. He 
will lecture on "Angola and 
the Future of Africa" at 7 
p.m. in the Alumni Room, 
Union. 
Tuesday's activities 
include a com row braiding 
workshop, music, an 
African display and guest 
speaker Joema Scott, the 
president of Liberian 
Students Association. These 
events will be from 7-11 
p.m. at the White Dogwood 
Suite, Union. 
An African film series 
will be presented from 
7-11 p.m. Wednesday in 
the Pink Dogwood Suite. 
Union. Films included in 
the    series    are    "Kongi's 
Harvest," "Latt Crave at 
Dimbaza," and "Sihael 
Borderline    of    Hell." 
The schedule for 
Thursday includes Annon 
Cato, a guest speaker from 
the United Nations who will 
speak on the "Exploitation 
of African Resources" and 
"The Angolan Issue, Its 
Implications for Africa and 
the Third World Countries." 
The University Black 
Gospel Choir will perform 
7-11:30 p.m. Friday in the 
Forum, Student Services 
Bldg. African dances, plays 
and music also will be 
featured. 
OEA discovers overtaxing 
of state property owners 
COLUMBUS 
(API - Property owners in 
23 Ohio counties may have 
been charged $20 million 
too much 1.-st year in local 
property taxes, the Ohio 
Education Association 
(OEA) said yesterday 
OEA chief lobbyist John 
Hall said the overcharges 
appeared in a computer 
analysis of tax revenues in 
136 school districts. 
The excessively high lax 
revenues in those districts 
could be caused by two 
things, he said: a 
construction and growth 
rate in the district roughly 
four times larger than 
average or failure to follow 
statutes requiring tax rates 
to   be   cut   to  allow   for 
"paper      increases"      in 
property value. 
HALL SAID he was 
accusing no auditor of 
deliberately violating the 
law. But he noted that the 
tax law is difficult to 
understand and administer. 
He also said he was 
certain some of the 136 
districts followed the law. 
but actually did have the 
fourfold increase in 
construction and 
improvements. 
Because the statistics 
were derived in a part from 
state averages, however, he 
said he could not distinguish 
the districts with a 
legitimate increase from 
those with an overcharge. 
He said those with a 
legitimate increase "would 
be only a small percentage" 
of the 136. 
Hall said the 136 districts 
stood out in the computer 
analysis because they had 
more revenue than they 
could expect to have, using 
average  state growth rates. 
"THE ONLY way they 
can be getting more is by 
not having the rates rolled 
back far enough or from 
improvements or 
additions," he said. 
"Some of those districts 
listed on there may be 
explained completely by 
additions," he said. 
James Dean film festival slated 
A James Dean Film 
Festival, sponsored by 
International Studies and 
the World Student 
Association « .(Wilkr'? m 
cooperation with Union 
Activities Organization 
(UAO), is scheduled for 
today through Saturday 
during Hunger Awareness 
Week. 
"Rebel Without A 
Cause," starring James 
Dean. Natalie Wood and Sal 
Mineo. will be shown at 
7:00 p.m. tonight in 210 
Math-Science. 
The movie "East of 
Eden" is scheduled for 7:00 
p.m. tomorrow in 1151 
Education Bldg. Co-stars are 
Burl Ives and Julie Harris.     I 
TME-THREE-HOUR film | 
"Giant" will be the finale of 
FRAMPTON'S 
HERE 
SUNDAY   FEB 8 
the film festival at 7:00 
Saturday night in 105 
Hanna Hall. James Dean, 
Elizabeth Taylor and Rock 
llfcSpn are the lieadlinAs 
for the film. 
Tickets are $1.00. The 
proceeds from the movies 
will be donated to the 
United Nations Children's 
Fund (UNICEF) to help 
feed the hungry cliildren of 
the world. 
To date WSA has 
collected about $600 from 
raffle tickets and donations 
which also will be 
forwarded to UNICEF. 
The goal of the Hunger 
Awareness drive is to collect 
$2,000. 
"If every BO student 
were to donate a dime, we 
(WSA) would collect 
$1 .SOt) A dime is not much 
to ask for when we have so 
much and half the world is 
hungry," said Nizar Anik, 
graduate student in business 
and WSA chairman. 
MENI      WOMEN! 
JOBS ON SHIPS! 
American.    Foraign.   No 
aNparianc f«quir«d   Excitant 
pay. WorldwIOa triv.l. Summit job or caraar.   Sand S3 00 tor 
information.   SEAFAX, Oapt. 




TOLL FRE6    9 a.m.- 10p.ni 
1-400-438-3710 
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the new women's 
total care center 
specializing in.... 
abortion aid 
(up to 14 weeks) 
call collect: 
'     861-«900 
(24 hour counseling) 
£  PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.  * 
LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL 
MODEL OKN — 1* DAIL1 
2 BEDROOM APTS 
ONLY. FURNISHED REC. BLDG 
WITH INDOOR POOL. FIREPLACE 
POOL TABLE. PING PONG 
FOR YOUR FUN AND LEISURE 
AIR CONDITIONED AND 
GAS HEAT 
NEW FURNITURE 
Turn right off of 





HAVEN HOUSE MAN?" 
1515E. WOOSTER 
BUCKEYE HOUSE — 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE,   649 & 650 6th ST. 
AND 2 bedroom, efficiency and Houses 
FURNISHED S UNFURNISHED 
Phono 352-9378 
8th & High St. 
Leasing Off lc» 
at Cherry wood Club 
Many students will notice 
the new coat of paint in 
Hanna Han. but few will 
appreciate the workmen 
responsible for it. Bill 
Unholm (left) and Cecil 
Jtmison (right). University 
employes for 16 and 11 
yean respectively, plan to 
retire by the end of the 
quarter. (Newsphoto by 
Dick Kaverman) 
House debates price control lift 
WASHINGTON 
(AH -- The House resumed 
debate yesterday on 
whether to lift price 
controls from natural gas. 
with opponents prepared to 
offer dozens of amendments 
in an attempt to weaken the 
deregulation proposal. 
The chief sponsoi of 
decontrol. Rep Boh 
Krueger (D-Tex ) piedictcd 
that       most       of      the 
amendments would fail to 
win passage. 
"'We're going to have a 
good deal of stiengih for 
deregulation." Krueger said. 
MM ii.IK'S main 
adversary on the issue is 
Rep. John Dingell. 
(OMich). who said lhat 
Krueger's proposal would 
mean "grotesque profits" 
for the oil and gas industry, 
which, he said, is "fighting 
for montrnus stakes." 
Estimates viry on the 
eventual cost to consumers 
of deregulation. They range 
from a low of $80 a year 
more by 1980 to $161 
more. In 1974 the average 
yearly natural gas bill of 
residential customers was 
$170, according to the 
Federal Power Commission. 
Krueger's proposal would 
lift price controls on natural 
gas shipped between the 
slates by 1980. 
In advance of I he voting, 
Krueger stopped short of 
declaring he would win. but 
he had a 46-vote margin on 
the test vole thai came 
Tuesday. 
The Senate already has 
passed a deconlrol hill 
similar to Krueger's 
proposal. Presidenl Ford has 
favored deregulation, saying 















* Locker Room 
SPORTING GOODS 
112 S. Main St. 
ADIDAS "TOURNAMENT" SHOE 
colors - rod, wit If o A blue 
rmg. '24-   tale price * 19.95 
ADIDAS "ROM" 1975 MODEL A 
rmg. '23» & /Ml 
SAVE   UP 
'**
WB
    TO 50% 
105 S. Main St. - Downtown BG 
SHOP: Daily 10 am 10 530 pm - Friday HH 9 pm 
ALL HOCKEY EQUIPMENT 
40% OFF 
ALL SKI GLOVES, MITTENS, 
-pg5)    SCARVES & HATS 
SAVE! UP TO 50% OFF 
tonitfht 5p.m. tomidntght 
and every ThwS. night.... 
PAGLIAI'S 
WANTS YOU! 
Our- regular     fjl.70/ 
only *l- 
to y.«r J.« * m the Star. 
H &&***[&&& IfitlKirtKltitirltlt It ifkit A Ai 
minimum for delivery- $1.70 
FREE DELIVERY 
WLIfllS 
•PIZZA • SOBS • SfWaHETTl 
loo*,S.rv\AIM,fJ.Gr. 
PH.1S2-757I 
! 6/The BG New, Thursday, February 5,1976 
Stokes gives testimony 
In Cleveland NAACP suit 
CLEVELAND (AP) -• 
Former Cleveland Mayor 
Ctrl Stokes testified 
yesterday that he sees little 
difference between school 
segregation in northern 
cities such as Cleveland and 
in Southern cities. 
Testifying in the NAACP 
school desegregation suit 
here, Stokes said that any 
segregation is "objec- 
tionable in conscience" and 
"from the standpoint of the 
emotional well being of the 
students" it doesn't make 
any difference if a student is 
attending a segregated 
northern or southern 
school 
Stokes said school 
segregation in the North 
should ellicit the "same 
determinaiton in rooting it 
out" as segregation in the 
South. 
The NAACP's case 
against the Cleveland school 
board depends largely on 
the  contention  that  board 
actions or inactions foatered 
segregation. The civil rights, 
group contends that since 
board actions had the force 
of law behind them, this 
constituted a form of "state 
action." 
AN EARLIER witness, 
Arnold Pinkney, the black 
school board president here, 
who testified that most 
whites and Nacks are wary 
of seeing their children 
bused outside their 
neighborhoods. He said he 
feared whites would leave 
the city in great numbers if 
busing were ordered. The 
former mayor, now a New 
York City broadcaster, also 
said that in 1970 he called 
the National Guard to 
Cleveland to ensure that 
Collinwood High School, a 
racially mixed school, 
would remain open. Stokes 
said he called for the 
Guardsmen despite a 
decision by school officials 
to close the school because 
Mental institution 
sparks firing of eight 
they feared local police 
could not handle possible 
violence. 
"I told them school 
officials I'd be damned if I 
was going to preside over a 
dty in which the police 
couldn't protect black boys 
and girls from white 
hoodlums," Stokes said. 
Both the NAACP and the 
Cleveland school board have 
called all their witnesses in 
the trial. The other 
defendants, the state board 
of education and Gov. 
James Rhodes and Atty. 
Gen. William Brown are in 
the last stages of their 
defense. They have been 
charged with contributing 
to the segregation here. 
THE BOARD however, 
alleges in part that since a 
state-ordered dual school 
system never existed here, it 
is a distortion of law to 
equate Cleveland's situation 
with that of Southern cities. 
probe To the hills While the cold and snow winter weather confines most to their homes, it provides others with an excuse to get away to the great outdoors. The University ski class prepares to leave on a trip to Ml. Brighton, Michigan. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynnl 
MASSILLON, Ohio 
(AP) - One Apple Creek 
State Institute employe has 
been fired and two others 
have resigned as a result of 
an Ohio Highway Patrol 
investigation that has 
produced charges against 
eight workers, officials said 
yesterday. 
Capt. J.W. Smith of the 
Ohio Highway Patrol office 
here said two were charged 
Monday and a third on 
Tuesday in the latest results 
of the probe begun last Dec. 
2 under a general directive 
issued by. Gov. James 
Rhodes. 
That order followed an 
incident at Apple Creek in 
which most of the fingei 
and toe nails of a severely 
retarded inmate of the 
institution. Lottie Ann 
Leonhart of Youngstown, 
wete torn off and eaten by 
another inmate. 
John Santose. 
administrative assistant to 
Apple Creek Supt. John 
Delaney, said the most 
recent three cases were 
pending       Dclaney's 
attention. Besides the other 
three who were off the 
payroll, he said, another 
employe was suspended 
briefly after an 
administrative disciplinary 
hearing separate from the 
charges. 
SANTOSE said lie didn't 
know disposition of the 
remaining case, an assault 
charge filed Jan. I 5 against 
Herman Wiley, 37. a 
psychiatric aide who" lives 
on the grounds of the 
institution near Wooster. 
First charge resulting 
from the investigation was 
filed last Dec. 22 in Wooster 
Municipal Court, as were 
the subsequent charges. 
Marian Lacy. 51. of Orrville, 
a psychiatric aide, was 
chaiged with assault. 
Santose said she underwent 
a diciplinary hearing and 
remained on the payroll 
after a brief suspension. 
Latest charges were that 
of sexual battery filed 
Tuesday against Bradley 
Gasser, 21. of Stone Creek, 
a general activities therapist. 
and of two such counts filed 
Monday against Daniel 
Thomas, 56, an activities 
therapist who resides on the 
grounds. 
An assault charge also 
was filed Monday against 
Daisy McKinney. 49. of 
Massillon. a psychiatric aide. 
John Studer. 26, of 
Strasburg, a teacher at the 
institution was charged Jan. 
30 with four counts of 
sexual battery and 
subsequently resigned. 
Nuclear pact urged by Kissinger 
SAN FRANCISCO (API 
- Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger says failure ot 
reach a new treaty with the 
Soviet Union on limiting 
offensive nuclear weapons 
could cost the United States 
as much as S20 billion over 
the next five years. 
Kissinger said in a speech 
here Tuesday that President 
Ford is determined to 
pursue negotiations with the 
Soviet   Union  aimed  at "a 
safe strategic balance on 
equitable terms" because 
"we have an obligation to 
our own people and to 
world peace." 
HE SAID the 1972 
live-year interim accord on 
nuclear weapons prevents 
the Soviets from widening 
their advantage in numbers 
of missile launchers while 
allowing the United States 
to  retain  its advantage in 
superior reliability, accuracy 
and type of missile. 
"In the process of such a 
buildup, and the 
atmosphere it would 
engender, it would be 
difficult to return to serious 
negotiations for some 
time," Kissinger said. 
the Strategic Arms 
Limitation Talks are 
scheduled to resume next 
year. 
Lawyers fight to stop use of tape 
In Hearst bank robbery trial 
A^ftftftAAftAAAftftAft^ 
TWO NEW COURSES     £ 
OF J 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 495 J 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) 
•• Patricia Hearst declared 
her newly selected jury 
looked "pretty good" 
yesterday, then sat back as 
her attorneys fought to 
keep the panel from hearing 
her tape-recorded boast that 
she was a bank robber. 
Moments after the jury of 






The 1976 Presidential election 
campaign: issues and candidates: 
primaries and conventions: 
campaign finance and reform. 
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formula with minerals 
DORSEVS DRUGS. INC 
111 Railroad Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
43402 
were sworn in and escorted 
from the room, Hearst's 
chief lawyer implored the 
judge to ban the crucial tape 
from evidence. 
Speaking on the second 
anniversary of Hearst's 
kidnaping by the 
Symbioncse Liberation 
Army. F. Lee Bailey said 
the newspaper heiress was 
"sitting at the point of a 
gun" when she made the 
tape recording in which she 
described    herself    as    "a 
soldier of the people" who 
took part willingly in the 
robbery some 10 weeks 
after her abduction. 
VS. ATTY. James 
Browning Jr.. opposing 
exclusion of the tape, said 
he would not give up such 
evidence without a full 
hearing on the matter. 
Bailey said Hearst would be 
ready to take the stand at 
such a hearing if so ordered 
by U.S. District Court Judge 
Oliver Carter. 
************************>, 









is a gift of love 
Speidel's Diamond Heart Ident is truly a beautiful and •. 
lasting gift. With a genuine diamond set in a delicate £ 
heart drop, it's as personal as any gift can be. In yellow * 
or white, $19.95. Give this gift of love She'll never # 
forget you. 
'Waiter did no 
immediately decide the 
issue. 
Bailey said the SLA had 
used Hearst's own words in 
the April 24 tape "to isolate 
her as an outlaw." 
"We're prepared to say 
that tape was made under 
compulsion, that the script 
was written by Angela 
Atwood." Bailey said, 
referring to a dead SLA 
member. "The SLA wanted 
to isolate her (Hearst) as an 
outlaw. They were fearful it 
would not be broadcast: but 
they knew that if Patricia 
Hearst's voice were on it, all 
the stations would use it." 
newsnotes 
Marriages 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ministers would be licensed 
statewide to perform marriages under a House measure 
approved 24-6 yesterday by the Senate. 
The Senate sponsor, Sen. Thomas Carney. (D-.<2).said 
the bill would end the prescnl system of licensing 
ministers at the county level and provide instead that it 
be done by the secretary of state. 
He said the fee would remain unchanged at SI. and 
that those now holding county licenses could have them 
replaced for the same fee. 
Guerillas 
DJIBOUTI, Afars and Issas Territory (API - French 
sharpshooters killed six guerrillas holding 30 children 
in. a hijacked bus near the Somali bordw 
, orTldalMjn. Before he was shot one of thef 
gunmen released •'curst of automatic fire, killing a 
French girl and wounding six other hostages. 
India elections 
NEW DELHI. India (AP) - The lower house of 
Parliament voted yesterday to postpone national 
elections, giving Prime Minister Indira Gandhi authority 
to continue her tough emergency rule without seeking a 
new public mandate. 
By a vote of 165 to 20. the house gave itself an extra 
year in office for the first time since the country won 
independence in 1950. The regualr five-year term was to 
have expired on March 18. 
"This is no longer a democracy of the people." said 
Somnath Chaterjce. a member of the militant Marxist 
Communist party that sided with right-wing and 
conservative legislators in opposing the hill proposed by 
the ruling Congress party. 
Three is a Crowd 
Four's o Ptirty. 
Have a party with four Free 16 ox. 7 UP 
Dr. Pepper or combinations. 
With the purchase of a 18" pizza 
A $1.20 value. 
Please ask for Free pop when you order 
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A plxxa never had it so good. 
Fast Free Delivery 
352-514* 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
WISHES TO CONGRATULATE ITS 
NEW ACTIVES 
Steve Meggitt Jim Kulway 
Greg Storer Tom Krltjanls 
Jerry Kuamoo Jim FlUlnger 
Mark Hevslnkveld 
and 
WINTER PLEDGE CLASS 
Greg Linn Scott Brown 
Rex Lawton Jim Beveridge 
Joel Hoshaw Jeff Link 
George Plimpton 




Books MOW on sale in 
University Bookstore 
in paperback UAO 
ll 
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STUDY ABROAD 
WITH THE 
Northwest Council of Colleqes 
Parlez-vous Francois? 
Mais oui? Then you can 
enjoy French culture nearly 
at your doorstep at a cost 
that is considerably less 
than a trip to Paris. You 
don't speak French? Well, it 
really doesn't matter. You 
too can enjoy the French 
atmosphere for a quarter, 
but without suffering the 
frustration of a language 
barrier. Montreal embodies 
the best of both the French 
and Anglo cultures, 
including their languages, 
and weaves them into its 
own unique and fascinating 
way of life. 
The student with a broad 
travel background as well as 
the one who wishes to have 
an international study 
experience close to home 
will find spring or summer 
in Montreal worthwhile and 
exhilarating. Moreover, as 
the site of the 1976 
Olympic Games, the city 
offers a great opportunity 
to those students who 
would like to combine 
spectatorship with academic 
learning. 
Renowned as an 
international center, 
Montreal is the second 
largest French speaking city 
in the world. Cosmopolitan 
character is reflected in its 
art, literature, music and 
theater, providing an 
interesting contrast to the 
picturesque and carefully 
maintained reminders of the 
city's historic past. Students 
may enjoy the conveniences 
and sophistication of this 
vibrant metropolis and at 
the same lime can 
appreciate the natural 
beauty of the surrounding 
landscape , in Quebec 
province. 
In this setting you will 
study and assimilate French 
and Canadian culture, 
language and civilization, 
and will feel the excitement 
of the Olympic adventure 
To complement the 
curriculum. Held trips are 
planned to such places as art 
museums and galleries, the 
quaint and historical 
Quebec City, a "sugaring 
off"     festival,     and     the 
Canadian capital of Ottawa,   study program. 
Chances are that no travel 
experience In your lifetime 
will ever match the 
educational insights and fun 
of  *   NWCC   international 
Students who wish to enroll 
for both spring and summer 






First Year French* 
Second Year French* 
French Civilization & 
Culture 
Intercultural Experience: 
Our Foreign Heritage 




Olympic Games Past & 
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1976 marks the seventh 
consecutive year ot 
operation for Central 
Washington State College's 
International Programs, and 
increasing numbers of 
students are including a 
CWSC foreign study 
experience in their college 
careers.    Why    not   enrich 
your college career by 
planning now to enroll in a 
program abroad? You too 
can reap the benefits of a 
rewarding and fascinating 
education as a participant at 
yout choice of foreign 
locales for one quarter or 
longer. 
If you hurry you can stilt 
make the application 
deadline for spring quarter! 
As administrative office for 
the Northwest Council of 
Colleges. Central offers fully 
accredited academic 
programs in five countries 
for the spring and summer 
of "76. These programs are 
specifically designed to 
enhance learning by 
utilizing the resources of a 
foreign location, and to 
provide a direct experience 
with another culture. 
Most courses are taught in 
English by U.S. faculty and 
fully qualified professors of 
the country in which the 
program is held. 
Transferable credits are 
earned through CWSC or 
other member institutions 
of the Northwest Council of 
Colleges and may be applied 
to the semester as well as 
quarter system. Members of 
the NWCC include: Central 
Washington State College. 
Eastern Washington State 
College. Grand Valley State 
College, Linficld College, 
Montana Slate University, 
Weber Slate College, and 
Western Washington State 
College. 
COSTS 
The cost for spring quarler 
is SI.058. which includes 
luitior. and fees, room and 
board with a Canadian 
family, and field trips 
I muled financial assistance 
may be available. Costs are 
subject to change. 
(OUR ANSWER TO SPRING FEVERJ 
Always wanted to travel but 
couldn't afford it or didn't 
know how t o go about 
planning a trip? The 
Northwest Council of 
Colleges offers an exciting 
foreign experience you can 
afford! For approximately 
the cost of a quarter or 
semester o n you r home 
campus you can study and 
earn credits at the Mexico 
Instructional Center. 
This program attracts 
students from across the 
United States as well as 
from countries abioad. 
Enrolled for one or more 
quarters year round, 
participants learn Spanish or 
improve their use of the 
language, live with a family 
(optional), take courses in 
the liberal aits, sciences, 
etc., and supplement their 
classwork with field trips. 
Guadalajaia, the location of 
this program is Mexico's 
second city. with a 
population approaching two 
million. A city of fabulous 
weather and abundant 
flowers. fountains and 
parks, it is home to the 
Ballet Folktorico, the 
bu'lfight. the charroand the 
serenade. 
This is your opportunity to 
experience the fascination 
of a foreign culture. 
Participate in the NWCC 
study abroad program in 
Mexico and you will travel 
with a purpose. It promises 
much and costs little! 
•These courses include a 
two week field trip to the 
Yucatan Peninsula, Oaxaca 
and Mexico City. Students 
may enroll for only one of 
these courses and 





Painting & Drawing in 
Mexico 










Survey of Modern 
Mexico 
Folklore of Mexico* 
Mexican Civilization 
Latin American Women 
in a Developing Society 
Comparative Cultures • 
Mexico 
Indian Cultures* 
Class Instruction- Guitar 
First vear Spanish 
Second Year Spanish 
Intensive Spanish II 
Contemporary Mexican 
Literature 
•These courses include a 
two week field trip to the 
Yucatan Peninsula, Oaxaca 
and Mexico City. Students 
may enroll for only'one of 
these courses and 
enrollment  will  be  limited. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Round trio transportation is 
provided    on    late    mode!      Mai. 21 
Somex busses that are cleat. 
and  comfortable.  Students 
will    board    the    bus    at 
designated   stops,   or  they 
may be picked up at other 
points   along the   way   by      Mar, 22 
prior       arrangement. 
Overnight        motel 
acenmodations enroutc and      "al- — 
for    the    first     night     in 
Guadalajara are included in      Mar. 24 



















hensive cost for 
spring quarter is 
$928. which 
includes tuition and 
fees, room and 
board, round trip 
CWSC bus trans- 
portation, lab fees 
and field trips. 
Limited financial 
assistance may be 
available. Costs are 













Health Work Study 






For Additional Information 
Please Write 
Northwest Council of Colleges 
202 Peterson Hall 
Ellensborg, WA 98926    (509)963-3612 
Page 8/Tlie BG News, Tliunday, February 5, 1976 
Connolly expected to receive 
intelligence system position 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Former Treasury Secretary 
John Connally is expected 
to receive i key assignment 
when President Ford 
announces his reorgan- 
ization of the U.S. 
intelligence system. White 
House sources said 
yesterday. 
The sources said 
Connally. a former Texas 
governor, is in line for 
appointment       to      the 
President's Foreign 
Intelligence Advisory Board, 
which is expected to be 
strengthened as part of the 
administration's overhaul of 
the nation's intelligence 
agencies. 
Connally served on the 
advisory board until his 
resignation as Treasury 
secretary in July 197?. One 
year later. Connally was 
indicted by a federal grand 
jury and accused of taking 
illegal gratuities from a 
dairy cooperative. He was 
acquitted of all charges in 
April 1975. 
FORD IS expected to 
announce details of the 
intelligence reorganization 
in a In mi 10 days. 
The House intelligence 
committee is giving quick 
approval to recommend- 
ations designed to give 
Congress more control over 
secret       spy       operations 
launched       in      foreign 
countries. 
The panel, involved in 
consideration of a number 
of recommendations 
resulting from its study of 
I'.S. intelligence agencies, 
approved proposals on 
Tuesday that would abolish 
the Pentagon's Defense 
Intelligence Agency and 
require intelligence agencies 
to let Congress see secret 
information. 
Work evaluation survey to relieve 
employment problems of handicapped 
Job hunting for 
handicapped persons in 
today's flooded markets 
often can be as puzzling as 
being in a maze. Knowledge 
of job openings, however, 
can straighten out many 
employment problems. 
Graduate students in the 
College of Education 
worked on a survey of 
Wood County employment 
data as part of a course 
entitled "Job Analysis and 
Work tvaluation in 
Rehabilitation." The course 
is the first of its kind in the 
nation,   according   to   Dr. 
Daniel Kuma, assistant 
professor of special 
education here. 
The survey focused on 
the employment of persons 
with physical, mental and 
emotional handicaps who 
often need jobs but have a 
difficult time in locating an 
employer, he said. 
"STUDENTS found they 
were contributing to the 
system as well as working 
for a grade," Dr. Kuna said. 
It gave students a taste of 
the biggest problem faced 
by   rehabilitation   agencies. 
that of job placement, Dr. 
Kuna said. In addition, the 
counework exposed 
students to employers, jobs 
and work environments and 
familiarized them with 
computer programming, he 
said. 
Student and employe 
response to the survey 
project was positive, he said. 
One student said in a course 
evaluation, "It was exciting 
to be involved in 
constructive attempts to 
place rehabilitation clients, 
to be working for real 
results." 
Although the survey was 
designed to compile 
information on job 
palcemeht for people with 
handicaps, Dr. Kuna said it 
could be useful to anyone. 
He said the employment 
information K separated 
into two formats. The first 
lists the number of employes 
in each type of job found in 
a particular business or 
industry, while the second 
lists jobs by type. 
Dr. Kuna said these lists 
could be used by students 
to find summer jobs as well 
as  permanent employment. 
50 % off 





Back again with this 
savings for you is 
Web Blankenship 
showing three days only 
at the Holiday Inn 
Rm.  100     1550 E. WOOSTER   PHONE 352-5211 
% 
■^ 
February 6, 7, & 8    1976 
12 noon to 8 pm Daily > 
if ■#" 
* 
Department of History 
New Offerings, Spring 1976 
207 ^An-o-^encanHletorv 3-5  MW,   U  hr.        (Roller),   1381 
A  survey  of  the  history  of black Americans  from their African origins; 
slavery  and  emancipation  through  the  rural  Southern  and  20th  century 
urban experiences. 
210^Latin^iericai^iv^Uzatimi^l492-Present 10 MTWR       (Thomas),   1382 
Political,   social,  and  economic  development  of  Latin America  through  the 
colonial  and  national periods.     Emphasis  on social  and  cultural  alterations 
and in the changing attitudes of the political and Intellectual leadership. 
391    Origins  of  the Welfare  State 3-5 TR,   4  hr.        (Rowney).   1386 
An examination  of  the government  and  social well-being  in America,   England, 
and  Russia  in  the   19th and  20th centuries.     Attention  to  the  history  of  the 
identification  of  social  problems  such as  care  of  the  aged,   public  health 
maintenance, and care of the indigent.     Evaluation of the relationship 
between American,  English,  and Russian political-institutional solutions 
and  the social  environments  out  of which  they  emerged. 
39i^^usericansintheDepression 10 MTWR,  4  hr.        (Sternsher),   1387 
An inquiry into the impact of the Great Depression on the American people; 
it will go beyond the national aspect to examine the impact on the states, 
localities,   families,  and individuals. 
39^^Per8onal^ie^oftheAmer^ai^evolutlon 7:30-8:30 Th.   evening & appt., 
■•■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■^■■■2 hr.,   (SkaRRs & Staff),  5561 
Lectures by several members of  the History faculty on important personalities 
of the American Revolutionary era, e.g. Washington, Jefferson, Franklin, 
George III.    Readings on various topics. 
Famine  and  Industrialization in...Peasant. Nations:     Historical  Roots 
^^^■"■■■■■™^",,l—■"■"""^^^^™^^^™TFMTWR    (Seavoy),  1385 1 
[Indonesia Is  used  as a model   to  understand  the  problems   facing peasant  nations] 
in Asia, Africa,  and Latin America.    The first half of the course explains 
Jthe reasons for European imperial penetration and analyzes traditional peasant] 
values in order to explain why peasant societies are vulnerable to periodic 
famine.    The secono\half examines the revolutionary changes that have trans- 
I formed England,  Russia, Japan,  and China in order to understand what changes 
Imust take place if industrialization is to succeed in peasant nations. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
© itJt LOt AMOClll 
ACROSS 
1 Tutor to Eb- 
zabethl 
7 Mrs.. In Toledo 








20 Flight organiz- 
er, at times 
23 Acroee: Prefix 
23 Thus 
26 Small pit: BioL 















29 Father of 
Abnar 
30 Girl.: Sp. 
SI  Ev. 
33 Apex 
34 Scarlett's rival 







































21 Ala  
Isround) 
24 President of 
Mexico. 1940-46 
26 Italian marble 
27 Knave of club. 
28 Healthy: Let 
30 Managua's 
country: Abbr. 
32 Sharp touch 
offroet 
33 Label 






«2 Type of pub- 
lication 
43 Electron tube 
44 Case - 
(Pink House), in 
Buenos Airee 
46 "I left my love 
in       " 
48 Tire 
49 Mutineer 
62 Movie bigwig 
Abbr. 
63 Except 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
VOTE      JENNIE 
SENATOR. 
ALLEN f. 
BC.SU  Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201 
Hayes Hall 9:30-11:30 p.m. 
Alterations & Tailoring. The 
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main. 
Single   rms.    for    m.    & 
students  w/cookmg  & near 
campus. Spr. qtr. 352-7365. 
Preregis.  for spr. qtr.  Method Exper. Project Rm. 105 
Hanna Hall, 7 p.m. 
Campus Crusade lor Christ meeting Alumni Rm., Union 
7-9 p.m. 
Active Christians Today: Bible studies; 603 Clough St.. 
246 p.m. 
The Way meeting Perry Rm., Union, 7 p.m. 
RIDES 
Ride needed to O. U. on 
Feb. 6 to Fab. 8. Carol. 
2-4478. 
1   f.   needed  to sublet  spr. 
qtr. $70/mo. Call 352-5430. 
Need  I   t.  rmmt.   to sublet 
apt.  avail,   now.  352-6171. 
LOST AND FOUND 1   m.   needed   spr.   339  S. 
Maple   352-3117.   $65/mo. 
Gold high school ring 
w/ruby stone lost around 
Kohl Hall. It found, contact 
Dan at 2-5042. Reward 
offered. 
HELP WANTED 
Address envelopes at home. 
$800 per month, possible. 
Any age or location. See ad 
under Services Offered. 
Triple "S" 
Crustys Pizza Pub needs 
driver with car. 532 E. 
Wooster. 352-3511. 
3 Managers 
4 Assistant Managers 
8 Salespersons. 
Ph.    287-3860    trom    10-4 
p.m.   on   Mon., Wed.,  and 
Fri. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
I'm. rmml. needed Feb. 1- 
June 15. Rent 75/mo. Call 
Jeff  352-1085 after  5 p.m. 
Need f. to sublease spr. 
352-6497. 
PERSONALS 
Vote - Lorin COPE 
for S.G.A. Senate 
Vote - DAVID POCOCK 
STATE & COMMUNITY 
AFFAIRS. 
Valentine "U's" and "TV 
print your personalized 
message. THE DCN. 
Congrats to Cathi and Rick, 
Karen and Joe, and Cathie 
and Matt on their 
engagements and Robin and 
Jim on their lavallering. 





VOTE MARK     KERNS 
REPRESENTATIVE TO 
THE BOARD. 
VOTE MARIO SANSOTTA 
Cord. Cultural Affairs. 
At a loss about your 
schedule or major? Give 
PAAT a call Peer Academic 
Advising Team, 2-2657. 
Vote- LORIN COPE 
lor S.G.A. Senate 
Vote DAVID POCOCK 
STATE & COMMUNITY 
AFFAIRS. 
FOR SALE 
1971 Buddy 12 x 60 
air-cond.. shed. skirted, 
washer & dryer. 155 Gypsy 
Lane Estates. 352-8395. 
1966 Ford $125. 823-8483. 
Local Call. 
1     bdrm.    unf.    pietet 
$50/mo. 120"; Ada Ave. 
f. 
Apt. to sublease, avail, 'or 2 
or 3 m. Contact at Newlove 
Apts.. Apt. 4-D. 521 E. 
Merry St. after 5 p.m. 
Furn. 2 bdrm. apt. 2-4 
persons. Util. pd. except 
elec. Laundry facilities & 
lounge available. 288-1462 
or 352-17 78. 
Apt. to sublet, spi. qtr. 
close to campus, call Mark 
372-2003 or 352 8844. 
1 bdrm. furn. apt. for spr. 




Good     cond. 
Campus Manor now renting 
for sum. & fall. Special 
summer rates. Fall rales 
from $80/mo. up. All util. 
pd. except electric. Gas, 
heat, & a/c. Ph. 352-8302 & 
352-7365 eve. 
Lrge. 2 bdrm. apts. 
for 4 students near campus. 
$80 to 85/mo. per student. 
9 mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365. 
Mamiya C-33 system with 
eye level finder. 80mm. 
105mm. 180mm lenses. 
$300. 352-4264. 
Puppies-Airdale & mixed. 7 
wks. Shots & wormed. 
352-5029 alter 8 p.m. 
520 E. Reed new large 2 
bed apts. furn. air 280 mo. 
plus electric. Call 353-7381. 
525 N. Enterprise large 2 
bed duplex furn. air 
270/mo. plus util. Call 
353-7381. 
Address and stud envelopes 
at home. $800 per month, 
possible. Offer-details, send 
5Q cents (refundable) to: 
Triple "S", 699-X32 
Highway 138, Pinon Hills, 
CA 92372. 
Experienced typist. Theses, 
manuscripts. 352-6882. 
WANTED 
Apt. to share now or spr. 
Must be close to campus, m. 
rmmts.. preferably have 
own rm.. 352-1792. 
Vote today for SGA. Make 
Student Government work 
at BG. 
Surprise packages at Vatans 
with values up to $15.00 
during our pre-inventory 
sale. 
EPI 201 Speakers (2) 
perfect oend. Still under 
warranty.   $300; 878-4646. 
Custom   pool   cue.    19 
excel cond. 372-3430. 
oz. 
Congratulations to 
Snow-ball and Robin on 
your Beta-AXO lavallering. 
THE BROTHERS OF 
BETATHETAPI. 
'74 Austin Marina GT 2-dr. 
Orange 4 sp. 29 mpg. 
am-fm. Excel, cond. Ph. 
352-7694 4 p.m.-10 p.m. 
Must sell. $2,400. 
1974 Gremlin X Auto. 6 
cyl.. Ph. 352-9291. 
352-6078. 
Student desperately needs 
help w. QAC 380. will pay. 
372-4 700. 
1 f. needed to sublet spr. 
qtr. $70/mo. Call 352-5430. 
1 f. to suWse. apt. spr. qtr. 
Close to campus. Call after 
5 p.m., 352-6990. 
Need 1 I. rmmte. to sublet 
house. Spr. Close to 
campus. 352-8284. 
Female rmmt. needed spr. 
qtr. 352-5050. 
1 I. to sublet apt. spr. Call 
Vicki at 352-9205. 
Elvis Presley is a TEKE - 
Why aren't you? 
Vote: KATHY MATHES 
for Senate. 
Congratulations Pat and 
Steve on your TBS-KKY 
lavallering. Sally, Laurie, Jo. 
Ril Mu's say thanks to the 
Beta's for the tea. It was a 
9O0d time! 
Sony TC-645 Real to Reel 
recorder 5 mos. old. need 
money to complete school. 
$425 or best offer. 
352-2228. 
At Stud Shetland sheepdog 
AKC registered. 352-0092 
after 5. 
Happy Hours Thursday 
6:30-10 Commons 
Northeast (Above Amani) 
No Cover! 
66 Dodge Monaco, elec. 
wdws. air cond.. good 
cond.. Carl, 352-6693. 
Pioneer SA9100 Amp. 65 
watts Killer Amp. $200. 
372-1085. 
FOR RENT 
1 bdrm. furn. apt. to 
sublease for spr. Call 
352-4923 after 5. 
Mobile home. Howard's 
Trailer Court. Ph. 352-7101. 
STUDENT APARTMENTS. 
352-1800 or 352-4671. 
Summer 2 rms. open in Ig. 
house nr. campus m. and f. 
apply $80 apiece per month 
util. pd. Call Sue or Bev 
352-4336.  
2 BEDROOM. 4 PERSON, 
FURNISHED,  A-C,   FREE 
Summer 2 rms. open In Ig. 
house nr. campus m. and f. 
apply $80 apiece per month 
util. pd. Call Sue or Bev. 
352-4336. 
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON. 
FURNISHED. AC. FREE 
TV CABLE, TENANT 
PAYS        ONLY FOR 
ELECTRIC, $74/MO. PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 
521 E. MERRY NEAR 
CAMPUS EXCELLENT 
CONDITION. «2 
BEDROOM, 4 PERSON. 
FURNISHED. A-C. FREE 
TV CABLE. TENANT 
PAYS        ONLY FOR 
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT 
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Dan Carfield 
No time to cry about UM loss 
By Dan Girfield 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Losses are never tun. but Tuesday night's 7-6 
tieartbreaker didn't leave the Falcon icers running for the 
crying towels. 
It was an important game for national prestige, and for 
the large BG delegation that traveled lo Ann Arbor ♦almost 
1.000).it was a game thai left more pride than shame in 
iheir hearts. 
BG didn't play the sparking, mistake-free game it 
constantly has demonstrated throughout the season at the 
Ice Arena. 
First-period jitters, bad turns and a third - period 
letdown spelled defeat. 
Had those mistakes been prevented. BG would be one 
more victory up and a strong challenger for second place in 
the national polls. 
BUT ENOUGH for the loss. According to coach Ron 
Mason. BG is right on schedule. 
The time has come for the Falcon icers to meet their 
toughest test. The fun and games at home are all but over 
and treks to familiar but unfriendly confines of Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHA) foes are left to be 
made. 
Following a weekend off, the Falcons host Notre Dime 
Despite flu outburst 
Tuesday in the second of a two-game home engagement 
with ND. BG mastered the Irish. 5-0 on Jan. 6 here. 
Then it is off to Sault Ste. Marie. Mich, for two crucial 
games with the Lake Superior Lakers. BG never has taken a 
series from the Lakers and stand 7-11-1 in the intraleague 
battle. 
In order to maintain control of first place in the CCHA. 
BG must concentrate on its league games and not look 
ahead to glory -- whether it be :i league championship or the 
NCAA tournament. 
Although national prestige has been gratifying to the BG 
icers and Mason, the Falcon mentor stresses the importance 
of winning league games for prime positioning in the CCHA 
standings at the end of the season. 
IT IS NO secret to the fans and the players that Mason 
wants BG to be no less than first after CCHA seasonal play. 
He has stated plainly. "We want the CCHA finals here -at 
BG." 
Last night's contest was important. Mason said, in 
the eyes of national attention. In the event that a disaster 
occurs (BG finishes second or lower in the CCHA tourney). 
Mason wants to be high enough in the national polls to grab 
a post-season wild card spot. 
Speaking of attention, an area of importance to the 
hockey program is national television exposure. Besides 
liaving   Falcon   Bob  Dobek and   Doug  Ross waving the 
banner for BG in the Winter Olympics. NBC-TV will 
broadcast highlights of the BG hockey team to more than 
SO stations in the Midwest during the halftime of 
Saturday's regionally televised basketball game here with 
Miami. 
Support has been a major factor in the hockey success 
story. A good founder in Jack Vivian, an excellent 
replacement in Mason, and some of the best supporters 
around in the fans are three reasons for the program's 
success. 
SOMEBODY has to pay a price for success and 
apparently University students are having their cake and 
eating it too. With such a large demand for season pases, 
the Arena has been sold out more times this year than ever 
before. 
When season ID passes went on sale last year for S6, 
those who spared the money now are enjoying one of (he 
greatest bargains since the nickle ferry ride to Slalen Moid, 
the penny postcard and a 15-cent McDonald's hamburger. 
The average cost to a student who bought a So past and 
who goes to all ihe games at home is 33 cents. When was 
the last time you went to a hockey game for that price'' 
Ask your grandparents. 
The  Rink  Rat award winner foi the Western Michigan 
series over the weekend was Bruce Newton 
Tennis tourney continues ^ 
C   1.   1   V■   I    I     \  N  D      idled by ilu the first day.      Sue Stapp of Deerfield, III..     Riedel of Germany against     ^HjH( 
(API- There was good news     and   second-seeded   Marina      64,  t>-2.   She entered   the     Evonne      Goolaaong     of 
and bad yesterday as flu 
continued to take a hand in 
the $75,000 women's pro 
tennis tournament here, 
ousting some and boosting 
others-notably l-'lorenta 
Mihai. 
Donna Ganz of Miami, 
who-weakened by flu-lost 
in Tuesday's singles, became 
loo ill yesterday for her 
scheduled   doubles   opener. 
But officials said it 
appeared likely that Valerie 
Ziegenfuss of Mission Viejo. 
Calif.,  listed   among   those 
Navratilova, still bedfast in 
Naples. Fla.. would recover 




Mihai. who lost a 
preliminary match Tuesday 
that normally would have 
eliminated her from regular 
play, wound up with two 
additional chances because 
ot others' illness. 
Capitalizing on her first 
one yesterday, she defeated 
match as a first-round 
singles substitute for Miss 
Navratilova. 
HER SECOND chance 
was yet to come- as partner 
with Glynis Coles ol" 
England in a doubles match 
against Rosemary Casals 
and. you guessed it. Miss 
Navratilova if the ex-Czecli 
star is well enough to play. 
Miss Ganz' illness forced 
cancellation of yesterday's 
doubles contest in which 
she   was   teamed  with  Iris 
g  
Australia and Julie Anthony 
of Santa Monica, Calif. 
They advanced to the 
second round of the doubles 
by default. 
In center-court action 
continuing the singles first 
round. Helen Gourlay of 
Australia beat Carrie Meyer 
of Indianapolis b-2. 5-7. (>-2. 
Yugoslavia's No. I woman 
player. Mima Jausovec. 
defeated Miss Coles 6-2ib-0; 
and Mona Guerrant of 
Arizona downed Miss 
Anthony 6-1,6-1. 
Battle 
Falcon rightwinger Tom Esper (12) battles for the puck in Tuesday 
at Michigan. The senior skater sustained a hip injury in tl e game w- 
the goal post. He is expected to he in the lineup luesdav wl en tl 
Notre Dame at the Ice Arena. (Newspl.oto by Mindy Milligan) 
night's 7-6 loss 
hen he ran into 
e Falcons host 
12th Winter Olympic Games open in Austria 
INNSBRUCK (APt - The East German teams set record* 
in both the men's and women's luge events yesterday and a 
Colorado couple grabbed hold of third place in ice dancing 
as the 13th Winter Olympic Games opened in this Alpine 
capital. 
Detlcf Guenther. a 23-ycar-old East German technician, 
sped down the luge run on Ins back on a liny sled in a 
Bing powers East 
PHI1ADIIPHIA (AP) -DaVc Bing can't always 
see what he's doing, but it was visibly clear lo those 
who watched him that he was the most valuable 
player in the l«)7b National Basketball Association 
All-Star Game. 
Despite his visual deficiencies-Bing wears a contact 
lens in his right eye. the aftereffects of a detached 
retina suffered in a |071 exhibition game, and his left 
eye is impaired, the result of a childhood 
accident--the veteran guard of the Washington Bullets 
zeroed in on the basket for 16 second-half points 
Tuesday niglil. igniting the tasl All-Stars to a 
123-10") victory over the West. 
HIS FINE performance made Bing the funaway 
winner of the MVP Award. In becoming the first 
Bullets playei ever to win the honor, he received 43'': 
points to 13 for second-place finisher Boh McAdoo of 
the Buffalo Braves. 
record 52.38 seconds to edge three Weal German 
competitors. 
All must run three more limes. Total limes in the races 
which continue through Saturday decide the medalists. 
Margit Schumann of East Germany edged West German 
unknown Monika Sclieflschik by a tenth of a second in a 
record lime of 42.85 seconds lor the women's luge. The 
men race 1.220 meters, the women 870. 
IN THE FIRST ice dancing competition ever held in an 
Olympics. Russia's I udnnla Pakhomova and Aleksandr 
Gorshkov-five- time world champions and the favorites 
here-look a strong early lead by winning the compulsory 
round 
They took all three pattern dances easily. Two more 
rounds remain, today and next Monday. 
THEY WERE followed by another Russian team, world 
tillisls Inn.) Moiseeva and Andrei Minenkov. 
Making  a  bid  for  an   American   medal were  Colleen 
ft'Connor and Jim Millns. silver medalists at tha W5 world 
championships on their home rink in Colorado Springs. 
They were in third place, very close to second, in the 
intermediate standings of the competition. 
Switzerland's Philippe Roux broke the downhill ski 
record in the last of yesterday's trials, clocking 1:47.02 
minutes on the 3.145-meter course. Tiat was more than 8.5 
seconds faster than the record set on (his course last year 
by Auslna's 1'ianz Klammer. 
IT CAME ON a day when three Americans, led by Greg 
Jones' seventh place showing, placed in the lop II in the 
final downhill trial runs, boosting U.S. hopes for today's 
downhill. 
Klammer. the downhill favorite in these Games, posted 
the second best trial lime yesterday al 1:47.33. 
Eighteen dance pairs from nine nations are competing in 
a three-part competition which ends next Monday with a 
four-minute freestyle program. 
Federal judge upholds baseball ruling 
'IW dSntiug'. which vAs added lo the Olympic program" 
this year, stresses skating in unison with discipline patterns. 
The acrobatic spins and llirows of pairs skating arc not 
per mi lled. 
The Paknnmova-Goishkov team, a 2l> year-old married 
couple from Moscow, dominated lit* world championships 
from 1070-74 but did not compete last year because 
Gorshkov was ill. 
AUSTRIA'S  Wernei  tinssiiiaii  loll  spectacularly  in the' 
men's downhill trials. Austrian coach Tool Sailer said he 
tore a knee ligament and the team doctor said he was out 
for the season. 
Sweden lost skier Thomas Magnuwon, the l"74 woild 
champion in ihe 30-kilomctei crosscountry race, when his 
father was killed in a car crash yesterday. Young Magnusson 
rushed home lo Falun. 
The touted "miracle ski" which the Auslnans introduced 
on Ihe downhill slope this week all but disappeared in final 
trials yeslerday. Only Karl Anderson of Greene. Maine, 
used Ihe skis with ihe leardropshaped holes near ihe lips, 
holes which weie supposed lo cul down wind resistance. 
Eleven skiers used them Tuesday. 
Kuhn supports Barnett 
PROSPECT. Ohio(AP) - American League umpire Larry 
Barnett of Prospect says baseball Commissioner Bowie 
Kuhn supports him 100 per cent on Ihe umpire's 
controversial call during the third game of Ihe 1975 World 
Series. 
Bui Barneti was critical of Kuhn s liming. 
"Had it taken me four months to make my decision, 
we'd still be in Ihe fourth game," Ihe umpire said. 
KUHN GAVE Bamelt his support in a letter recently. 
Barneti said. 
The umpire was threatened when the Uriel returned lo 
Boston after deciding not lo call interference in Cincinnati 
when a Cincinnati batler collided with a Boston catcher. 
Barnett is to review the series in a taped interview 
Sunday on national television. 
KANSAS CITY (AP) ■- A 
Icderal judge, saying an 
arbitrator had acted with 
intelligence. yesterday 
upheld the ruling thai 
pitchers Andy Mcssersmith 
and Dave McNally are free 
agents, striking yet another 
blow to baseball owners and 
their controversial reserve 
system. 
The decision by U.S. 
District Judge John W. 
Oliver upheld and supported 
Ihe ruling of arbitrator Peter 
Seitz. 
Oliver's     decision     was 
expected lo be appealed, 
bul John Gaherin. legal 
counsel for the owners, said 
no action would be taken 
until he had a chance to 
analyze the ruling. 
"That may take 24 hours 
or more," he said in New 
York. 
MARVIN       MILLER 
executive director of the 
Major league Players' 
Association, was delighted 
with Ihe ruling, which was 
expected to strengthen his 
bargaining     power     with 
owners for a general player 
contract. 
"I haven't seen the 
decision, but I understand 
Ihe judge upheld the players 
on every point." Miller said 
in New York, where he was 
in negotiations with owner 
representatives. 
Miller said any further 
litigation over the issue 
could complicate 
negotiations on the player 
conlract which expired last 
Dec. 31. 
"We asked if they plan to 
negotiate or litigate." Miller 
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BG burned by Syracuse fast break 
Falcons suffer second straight loss, 100-75 
By Terry Goodman 
Stiff Writer 
First. Syracuse University 
did something different last 
night, but it ended up doing 
the same old thing. 
Not noted as a notorious 
shooting team from the 
charity stripe. the 
Orangemen shot bull's-eyes 
in the first half to stay In 
front of Bowling (irecn. 
Then for the killer, they 
ran circles around the 
Falcons with an awesome 
fast-break, capping off a 
decisive      100-75     victory 
before     2.101 
Anderson Arena. 
fans     at 
IT WAS Syracuse's eighth 
straight win. 13th in its last 
14 games, and it raised its 
record to 15-3. 
BCi will go into 
Saturday's Mid-American 
Conference clash against 
Miami with an 8-10 slate. 
The Falcons played an 
excellent first half despite 
foul trouble as they led 
most of the way. although 
•railing at halftime. 47-38. 
It was Syracuse's 15 of 
20 free throw  hoops that 
kept it alive. For the season, 
the visitors had canned just 
GO per cent from the line. 
AT THE midway mark. 
Falcon Norvain Morgan had 
four fouls and teammate 
Ron llammye had three. 
But being BG's lone big 
men. they had to keep 
playing--bul   conservatively. 
"They're just a very 
quick team,'' said B(i coach 
Pat Haley. "The foul 
trouble hurt us. Two of our 
big men got fouls early, but 
we had to play them. 
"You     can't     play     as 
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aggressive with that foul 
trouble," he added. 
They didn't and the 
Orangemen did. utilizing 
fullcourt pressure in the last 
half to open up their bread 
and   butter-the   fast-break. 
Ijghtening-uuick guard 
James Williams scored six 
layups and assisted on three 
other fast-break hoops to 
exhaust BG's fine effort. 
Amidst the run and gun. 
Syracuse hit on 70 per cent 
of us floor shots in the last 
half. 
WITH LESS than seven 
minutes gone in the second 
half,   the    Orangemen    had 
already    moved   out    to   a 
6748 bulge. 
"We had trouble getting 
hack on defense." Haley 
pointed out. 
Williams finished with 20 
points. 16 in the last 20 
minutes. Strong 6-4 forward 
Chris   Sease   led   Syracuse 
scorers with 21 points. 
Swift 6-4 Falcon ace 
Tommy Harris and Hammye 
each ripped in 24 markers 
for BG, who shot 50 per 
cent from the field in the 
opening half only to finish 
the game at 40 per cent. 
HAMMYE HIT 10 of 16 
fielders, but Harris had a 
poor shooting second half 
to bring a good first half 
field-goal accuracy down to 
39 per cent (I 2 of 31). 
llammye picked off 14 
rebounds to lead the 
Falcons, hut they were 
badly beaten on the boards. 
60-36. 
• * * 
The Falcon junior varsity 
canned only 34 per cent of 
its field attempts in the 
second half and scored only 
25 second-half tallies in 
falling to Heidelberg's 
reserves. 74-68. The baby 
birds, now 54, led by six at 
Ii.i11111ii<-  before sputtering. 
Volleybollers open Saturday 
By Mike Mohner 
As is the case with most 
sports teams entering then 
seasons. questions far 
outnumber the answers for 
Bowling Green men's 
volleyball coach John lillon 
as he readies his troops for 
Saturday's opener at the 
University of Toledo. 
Heading Til Ion's 
volleyball questionaite is 
how to replace ill six of alst 
year's starters. Foul have 
graduated and the remaining 
two    quit    the    team    foi 
academic reasons. One of 
the graduates is all-Midwcsi 
Intercollegiate Volleyball 
Association (MIVA) 
selection Dale Wirlz. 
Part of the solution my 
come from four reluming 
seniors, all with parl-time 
varsity experience. 
HFADING the list is 
captain Hill Schmidt. 
"lie is very responsible 
and is a leader," lillon said. 
"He gives 100 per cent all 
llie time." 
Anoilier senior starter is 
Roman Cchelsky. 
"He is the best 
fundamental player on the 
team." said Tilton of BG's 
only four-year volleyball 
player currently in the 
program. 
Larry Good and Phil 
Garns round oul the 
quartet. Good is considered 
the team's best athlete and 
number one seller. He only 
is starting his second year of 
volleyball and has 
progressed steadily. Garris is 
ihe squad's besl jumper and 
its hardest hitter. 
Freshman John Seiler has 
nailed down one of the 
remaining two starting spots 
with his aggressive play in 
practice. At 5-10 he is a 
very powcrlul hitter for his 
size. His blocking ability is 
still suspect. 
SENIOR G.B. Nelson, 
junior Skip Ketterer and 
sophomore Jay Mosely will 
fight for the final starting 
slot. Tilton will wait until 
Saturday to make the 
selection. 
The Falcon volleyballers 
are members of the league 
Division in the MIVA. 
Tilton looks for perennial 
powers Ohio State and Ball 
State to be the favorites 
again this season. 
He added that Ohio State 
is considered one of the best 
in the country this season. 
Tilton said he thinks the 
rest of the league is very 
balanced and that Bowling 
Green will be very 
competitive. 
Although inexperience 
reigns high. Tilton's goal is a 
.500 season. 
An   aggressive   Syracuse   defense   led   to   many   questionable 
officiating calls last   night, like this one involving Orangeman 
POUl  • Mar,y   Bvrnei "ef"  and  BGs  Tommy  Harris (right).  Bymes 
rejected Harris' field goal attempt, but gave Harris a whack on the 
wrist. (Newsphoto by Dan Feiehtl 
Terry Goodman 
Crusaders win without Cheevers 
Call Fact Line 
By Terry Goodman 
Staff Writer 
In a publication as small as the News, it's difficult to 
keep leaders updated on the professional sports scene. 
So here are tome genciahzed outlooks pertaining to 
big league circuits 
The bigger hockey interest in this pan of the country 
had to be the hassle Cleveland Crusaders general manager 
and former B(> head coach Jack Vivian had with his 
superstar goalie Gerry Chccveis. 
AFTER CHEEVERS quit, the Crusaders other 
netniindci. Boh Whidden came up with a bad back and 
took a week oil. So Vivian, whose name was Mud in the 
World Hockey Association (WHA) city, acquired a pair of 
reject goalies 
using Ihose castofts-Natlonal Hockey league (Nlll ) 
journeyman Jacques Cafon and Boh Johnson o\' the 
International Hockey 1 eaguc - Cleveland went unbeaten in 
three road games, moving Into second place in the WHA 
Bast. 
Maybe Vivian knew what he was doing in not treating 
the aged. $200,000-a*yail Cheevers like a millionaire 
superstar pipe sweepei Vivian was slapping the blame on 
"Cheesy" tor his team's downfall. 
Cheevers rejoined his ongmal pro team, the Boston 
Bruins. Tuesday niglil. 
In the WHA. it appears that the Houston Aeros arc 
headed for their third straight World Trophy behind the 
Howe family (Marty. Mark and father Gordy). 
WINNIPEG AND surging Quebec will provide stiff 
opposition, but I believe the consistency of the Howes and 
goalie Ron Grahame will prevail. 
Wrestlers win 6th 
The red-hot Bowling 
Green wrestling team 
continued to do iis own 
plucking Tuesday night. 
BG limned Findlay 
College to only two 
individual triumphs enroute 
to a 37-12 tarring of the 
hosts 
THE VICTORY brought 
the Falcons to the .500 level 
(6-6). Coach Bruce Bellard's 
bunch travels to Kenl State 
Saturday to try for their 
fifth win in their last six 
outings. 
Nearly everyone got into 
the act as three Falcons - 
Jay Ules. Mark Mayer and 
Gerry Leeseburg • led the 
way with pins. 
Joe Rother, filling in for 
Joe Kosch at 142 pounds, 
won his first college match. 
Rother was one of three 
Findlay High natives that 
wrestled in their hometown. 
Others were Liles and 
another   second-liner. Mike 
Motter. who was pinned by 
Findlay all-American Ray 
Roth. 
"WE WANTED to give 
lliem a chance to wrestle in 
their hometown." Bellard 
said. "It was good for them. 
1 think they enjoyed it and 
they all wrestled well." 
Other winners were Jerry 
Thomas (126) on a superioi 
decision. Bill Frazier (134) 
and Pat Welfle (190) on 
decisions and Marty Buynak 
(177) on a forfeit. 
Heavyweight Jeff 
Polhemus was flattened by 
Mark Newburg, who was an 
ail-American fast year and is 
undefeated this season. The 
Findlay standout now has 
won 12 bouts in a row. 
including 11 pins. 
Liles' victory was his 
I Oth of the campaign 
against two losses. Kosch 
and Frazier ate next in wins 
with eight. 
In ihe Nlll , the Montreal Canadiens continue to play 
unreal hockey, losing only six times in their first 50 games. 
Hiey also boasl two of the Nlll.'s top scorers in Guy 
I .illeui and Pete Mahovlich. 
The Canadiens seem lo be ihe Stanley Cup favorite, but 
don't count out physical Philadelphia or the Bruins. 
*   *   * 
The National Basketball Association (NBA) keeps getting 
stronger each year and il's getting lougher for college grads 
to break in. 
Many stars were left out ofTuesday's All-Star game in 
Philadelphia (Won by ihe Fast. 123 109) as a result of the 
talent overload 
EXCLUDED WERE such people as Pete Maravich. Gail 
Goodrich. Bill Walton, Calvin Murphy. Phil Cheiiier, Jim 
Brewer and Sam lacey. The balance in the league makes for 
interesting division races, too. 
The two strongest fives are Boston and defending 
champion Golden State, twi last year's finalist Washington 
and Buffalo could also be formidable title contenders. 
Philadelphia is blessed with stars George McGinnis. Doug 
Collins and I red Cartel, but ihe lack of a solid performer in 
the pivot could hurt in the playoffs. 
In the American Basketball Association (ABA), look for 
a six team league soon with Ihe Virginia Squires folding. 
Applications needed 
for BG Superstars 
There are about 15 spots available in each of the three 
divisions for the upcoming Superstars competition, 
according to Joyce Bressler. co-chairman of the 
competition. 
The lirsi Superstars at the University will be Feb. 17-21 
with competition for male and female students, with 
faculty and staff competing in another category. 
There will be 10 events in this week-long event, with ping 
pong, bowling, swimming, basketball and a hockey obstacle 
race highlighting the competition. 
SINCE THERE are vacancies in each division, anyone 
wishing to compete can come to 405 Student Services 
today and tomorrow before noon and fill out an 
application. 
The ABA isn't really thai weak   - it's too had thai what's 
lell of it can't merge with ihe proud NBA. 
Financially, the NBA is as sound as ever, while the ABA 
can't make thai claim. Denver, by the way. is the class of 
the ABA. It proved it on Jan. 27 by trouncing the league's 
all stars. 144-138. 
*   *   * 
And finally, the pro baseball season may or may noi be 
coming up on schedule ■ 
JUST YESTERDAY a federal judge in Kansas Cu\ 
upheld an arbitrator's award which made pitchers And) 
Messersmith and Dave McNally free agents altei they had 
gone through the 1975 baseball season without contracts 
The ruling strikes the heart of the vital reserve system in 
ihe majors and it's sure to be appealed. 
Die reserve system for almost KM) years has claimed 
perpetual rights to a player's services until they sell, trade 
or release him. 
Some clubs have indicated that they might not open 
spring training camps until a new agreement wilh the 
palyer's association is signed 
Spring training usually opens up In late February, but i 
delay will come about unless the players give in to liie (earn 
owners. 
One thing for sure, though, is thai ihe Cincinnati Reds 
are not at all favoring a slrike. They'd like to prove that 
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